‘Weird Al’ set to
play Erie in July.

Edinboro
professor helps
with severed head
mystery.
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Buckeyes invade McComb
By Tyler Trumbauer
Sports Editor

To many wrestling fans, Sunday in McComb Fieldhouse was heaven. Two geographically-close, highly-ranked teams wrestled and also the top-two ranked wrestlers at
141 lbs., faced off in the biggest match in the
nation that day.
After the action, it was the Buckeyes who
still felt as if they were on ‘cloud nine.’
#3 Ohio State cruised to a 30-7 victory
over #15 Edinboro (13-5) Sunday afternoon
in McComb Fieldhouse in one of eight EAS
Nutrion/NWCA Mat Mayhem National
Dual regional matches.
Additionally, #1 Logan Stieber won by
a 6-3 decision over #2 Mitchell Port in the
highly anticipated battle at 141 lbs.
“I thought we could’ve competed a little
better,” head coach Tim Flynn said. “They
have a really good team. I don’t want to discount that. They may be the best team in the
country dual-meet wise, but I certainly think
we could’ve competed better.”
Redshirt-senior Kory Mines, who was one
of eight seniors who were honored before the
match as part of Senior Day festivities, lost by
a major decision at 125 lbs., in the first match
of the day.
Mines held his own against #7 Nathan
Tomasello early in the match, but Tomasello
pulled away late, earning seven points in the
third period by way of two take downs and
a near fall.
Anthony Rivera also fell by major decision at 133 lbs., giving Ohio State (13-3) an
8-0 lead heading into the Stieber-Port match.
In the biggest match of the afternoon,
that had the crowd of 2,753 on the edge of
its seat, Stieber remained undefeated on the
season with a 6-3 decision over Port, giving
the redshirt-senior his first loss of the 201415 campaign.
Following a scoreless first period, the action picked up with Stieber leading 2-1 after the second period. Port was trailing 3-2
midway through the third before Stieber
earned a take down with 47 seconds left in
the match.
“First off, I lost, which I don’t like to do,”

SGA to hold elections for next
year’s student president online
By Logan Lilly
Editor-in-Chief
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Edinboro’s Vic Avery was one of the mant EU athletes to take on OSU.
Port said after the dual. “Secondly, I didn’t
get into enough scoring positions. I don’t feel
like I put myself in the right position to score.
I think he scored from all the positions that
he put himself in and I didn’t.”
Top ranked Dave Habat won by a major
decision at 149 lbs., over unranked Randy Languis, which gave the Scots their first
points of the day, as they trailed the Buckeyes
11-4.
Edinboro’s only other win came at 184
courtesy of #11 Vic Avery. The redshirt-junior earned a 4-1 decision over #10 Kenny
Courts earning his three points late in the
second period, and tacking on the fourth
with riding time.
“It was a good quality win. I’m happy,”
Avery said reflecting on the match. “Just
kind of climbed up the ladder. It is exciting
because I’ve wrestled all of the best guys and
I’ve come up short. I felt like I dominated the
match. It felt good to open up and control the
pace of the match.”
The Fighting Scots wrap up their regular
season with a match against West Virginia
on Friday at 8 p.m.

Results
#3 OHIO STATE 30, #15 EDINBORO 7
125 lbs. – #7 Nathan Tomasello (OSU)
maj. dec. #18 Kory Mines (EU) 13-2
133 lbs. – #10 Johnni DiJulius (OSU) maj.
dec. Anthony Rivera (EU) 12-1
141 lbs. -- #1 Logan Stieber (OSU) dec. #2
Mitchell Port (EU) 6-3
149 lbs. -- #1 Dave Habat (EU) maj. dec.
Randy Languis (OSU) 10-0
157 lbs. – #12 Josh Demas (OSU) dec.
Chase Delande (EU) 7-0
165 lbs. – #5 Bo Jordan (OSU) fall over
Casey Fuller (EU) 3:46
174 lbs. – #13 Mark Martin (OSU) dec.
#20 Patrick Jennings (EU) 5-2
184 lbs. – #11 Vic Avery (EU) dec. #10
Kenny Courts (OSU) 4-1
197 lbs. – #3 Kyle Snyder (OSU) tech. fall
Vince Pickett (EU) 25-9 (6:04)
Hwt. – Ray Gordon (OSU) dec. Warren
Bosch (EU) 3-1
RECORDS: Edinboro
13-5
Ohio State
13-3

Edinboro University Student Government Association
(EUSGA) announced that for
the first time Edinboro students will be able to vote online for the student presidential election.
The election for the position
of EUSGA president opens
next Tuesday, Feb. 24 through
Thursday, Feb. 26.
On election day, students
will receive an email from Dr.
Kahan Sablo with a link to
vote online. The link will also
be shared on EUSGA’s social
media pages and they will be
handing out flyers with a QR
code and a link.
Students will also be able to
vote in-person at various locations on campus. Students will
be able to vote at the Pogue
Student Center from 3-6 p.m.,
the library from 9-10 a.m. and
2-4 p.m., Ross Hall from 2-4
p.m. and Rose Hall from 11
a.m. - 1 p.m.
The candidates for president
are current EUSGA president
Rachael Pollard and current
EUSGA congress member
William Lee Galt IV.
Pollard expressed her desire, if re-elected, to continue
her work on current EUSGA
projects as well as incorporate
new ideas.
“SGA currently funds all
EMTA services on campus
and we currently do not have
any late night services which
I see as a problem. The idea is
to provide students with a safe
ride around Edinboro at night
under any circumstance, the
bus would run around campus

and past all major off campus
living establishments between
the hours of 9:30 and 3 p.m.,
” Pollard said. “Other projects
I plan to initiate this semester
and hopefully this coming year
are for SGA to provide a place
for all clubs and organizations
to have storage on campus, for
SGA to work with the Office of
Students with Disabilities, find
a solution that is of no cost to
the students for everyone in
the department to have transportation on weekends, and
finally focus largely on the student experience at Edinboro.”
Pollard went on to express
interest in working more with
the art department and Greek
life.
Galt on the other hand sees
the need for EUSGA to be
more transparent to students
on how exactly they operate
and equal representation.
“Of the things I want to accomplish, highest on my list
is equal representation for all
bodies on campus,” Galt said.
“We definitely need to diversify and make sure all groups are
equally represented, otherwise
congress can’t do its job effectively and when congress can’t
do their job effectively it hurts
everybody.”
Galt went on to express the
importance of transparency
from EUSGA to the student
body and his desire to educate
the student body on exactly
what it is that EUSGA does for
them.
Voting for the election is
availalbe to students online as
well as by submitting ballets
in-person. The results of the
election will be announced by
EUSGA on Friday, Feb. 27.

EVFD looks to establish social club in Washington Township
By Tyler Trumbauer &
Chris Lantinen

Sports Editor & Faculty Adviser
The Washington Township Council
approved a preliminary motion to provide the Edinboro Volunteer Fire Department (EVFD) with a piece of land
next to the township building, located
at 11800 Edinboro Road, in order to
construct a satellite firehouse and social club.
The social club was first pitched to
the Edinboro Borough Coucil, in an effort to convert their current social hall
at the fire department into a club that
served alcohol. That December proposal was struck down by a 3-3 vote.
The club’s launch is to reportedly assist
with fire department operation costs.
At Washington Township Council’s
Feb. 3 meeting, they voted 4-0 in favor
of the land donation, with Manager
David Anthony explaining that council
recognized the problem facing the fire
department and respected the entity
for “thinking outside the box” when attempting to gain initial funds, instead
of “going to the taxpayer.”
“You don’t want them to be fundraising 24/7. You want them out of
the fundraising job to focus on what’s
more important,” he said.
Anthony was also in favor of looking at this proposal because of the extra
coverage a satellite station would provide for the area.
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December, Jemetz spoke of the proposal in an email to The Spectator.
“To establish a club, the EVFD calls
for an estimated $500,000 mortgage on
the fire hall. The mortgage would fund
the costs of renovating and transforming the EVFD social hall into a club. If
the club were unsuccessful, it is very
likely that the borough and township
tax payers would be asked to save the
fire hall. So, in essence, the tax payers
could be financially liable if the club
were to fail.”
The fire department’s initial plan
was to renovate the social hall at 125
Meadville St., but failing to secure the
liquor license halted that.
At that time, Jemetz stated, “The
borough council is not convinced that
the EVFD has a viable business plan.”
He later stated in that e-mail, “These
discussions should happen before a
second attempt to hurry through an
approval of a liquor license. The EVFD
representatives have stated that they
have an opportunity to purchase a liquor license now and that they need
the income from the club now, and
therefore the license should be approved immediately. However, the
current plan does not show any extra
revenue, above the club business expenses, for the fire department, for at
least five years.”
Other fire departments in the region
have launched and are successfully operating social clubs, very similar to this.

And when speaking about competition it would provide to Edinboro’s
longtime dining establishments, he cited the distance between the proposed
site and the town. He did not believe it
to now be in “direct competition.”
According to a Feb. 4 post on the
EVFD Facebook page, the plan, “in
its early stages,” would “allow the fire
department to provide more timely services to the northern half of the
township, but it will also allow the department to generate the funding desperately needed to provide the entire
community with more robust emergency services.”
Despite several attempts, the fire
department could not be reached for
direct comment.
T.J. Jemetz, in an email statement
to The Spectator, applauded Washington Township in their willingness to
help “the EVFD with land.” He would
further state, though, that “this is not
a done deal, and that there would be
some very significant hurdles to overcome if this proposal is ever to come
to fruition.”
“Council does appreciate the effort
and creativity of the EVFD as they attempt to develop additional revenue
sources to help offset some of the expense associated with emergency response for the greater Edinboro area,”
said Jemetz.
Following that initial rejection by
Edinboro Borough Council, again, in
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EVFD (above) looks to establish a new social club.
Vernon Township, Conneaut Lake and
Cochranton all operate revenue-generating bars.
In a Facebook post by the EVFD
on Dec. 10, following that rejection,
it stated, “Over the past few months,
the members of the Edinboro Volunteer Fire Department have expended a
great deal of time and effort in seeking
the Borough Council’s permission to
purchase a liquor license and operate a
social club.”
It would continue by describing
what they called a “lengthy political
process, which included four public
meetings” and “requests for informa-
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tion from Borough Council and the
Borough Manager.”
The EVFD page described being
“disappointed that council has reservations about supporting them in this
effort.”
According to the fire department’s
official website, the motion approved
by Washington Township now calls
for them to “begin the subdivision and
land development procedures and the
formal procedure of obtaining the liquor license.”
Washington Township will hold a
public hearing regarding the situation
on March 3.
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Vitali helps with severed head mystery, discusses new institute
By Karlee Dies
News Editor

Michelle Vitali, a forensic artist and an Edinboro University professor in the art department, received an email from a friend of hers.
But it wasn’t just any email. It involved, well, a
severed head.
That friend was Erie County Coroner, Lyell
Cook and he had received an email from the
Beaver County Police asking for help in finding
a forensic artist to help with a recent case. After
speaking with the police chief, it became apparent that Vitali the ideal person for the job of
reconstructing a severed head that was found
alongside a road in the Beaver County town of
Economy in December.
The head was that of a woman’s and appeared
to have been embalmed and well-preserved so
much that her curly hair was still styled.
In 24 hours after receiving the head, she
had created a two-dimensional drawn reconstruction. Police had also asked Vitali to create
three-dimensional sculptures as well in hopes
of creating recognition.
Over the next two weeks, Vitali worked to
construct a three dimensional “conceptual
model.”
“I had to get accurate measurements from
the head itself. Measuring, palpating and close
observation are the most important things
I did. I also took photographs and used the
crime scene photos and x-rays provided by another source,” said Vitali.
“In this reconstruction, I have a great deal
of confidence in her overall facial proportions,
hair color and style, nose, chin and surface features (like moles). I have less confidence in her
eyes and mouth because of disfiguration that

happened as a result of resting in the woods for
a while. So viewers should think of this reconstruction as a “family resemblance” rather than
an individual’s portrait.”
Dealing with an investigation of this sort,
many people might think it would be rather
difficult, but for Vitali, it was something she
felt she had a duty to do.
“Anything I can do to assist in identifying
an unknown and possibly mistreated corpse
is worth doing. I understand that I have an
unusual skill set that is suited for this kind of
work, and so I feel obligated to use it when
called. As an artist who is good at science,
comfortable with law enforcement and has a
strong constitution, I suppose I was meant to
do this work,” said Vitali.
“Her commitment to her work and to using her talents to assist detectives and victims’
families is one example of the dedication of
Edinboro professors to bring their work into
the real world and use their deep knowledge
and skills to make a difference. We endeavor
to prepare students to make the world a better
place and Professor Vitali’s work exemplifies
that activity for our students,” said President
Julie Wollman.
With this type of real world experience and
artistry that Vitali possesses, she and many
members of the faculty and administration
have joined forces to develop an institute for
Forensic Sciences.
The Edinboro Institute for Forensic Sciences
will provide workshops for students or industry professionals, research opportunities and a
speaker series on topics related to forensics.
Forensic related programs like art, anthropology, chemistry, criminal justice and accounting and other various programs and ac-
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Professor Michelle Vitali poses with her sculpture of the severed head found in Dec.
tivities on campus will come together in this
new institute giving students the opportunities
to pursue a job as a forensic accountant, forensic anthropologist and more.
Vitali stated that in addition to the new institute, a new minor in forensics will be offered
in hopes of “bringing a truly multi-disciplinary
approach to Edinboro students interested in it.”

The forensics minor is expected to be available in the fall semester of 2015.
Interested students can contact Professor
Vitali, Dr. Lenore Barbian, or Dr. Ted Yeshion.
“We’re excited about the possibility of involving students in workshops and research,
and in bringing industry professionals to campus. It’s a win for everyone,” said Vitali.

Edinboro University, Penelec to offer Power Systems Institute for line worker jobs
By Leslie Schaeffer
Contributing Writer

Edinboro University greeted Penelec, a First Energy Company, with open arms last Saturday at an information presentation
that would begin the process for many candidates looking to
become line workers.
The university started a partnership with Penelec last fall
when the electrical company opened the Power Systems Institute in Erie. The program allows eligible students to gain an
associate’s degree and training for a potential job opportunity
with Penelec.
“Last fall, Penelec approached Edinboro Unviersity with the
idea that they would locate their Power Systems Institute in
Erie,” Dean of the College of Science and Health Professions at
Edinboro University, Dr. Nathan Ritchey said. “Penelec has this
institute that collaborates with universities to provide not only
the training of electric utilities for linemen, but also college education.”
Students will have to complete a 21-month program including academic courses and training for the job of a line worker.
The program will have students take the courses they need at
Porreco College, Edinboro University’s community college located in Erie. Penelec has partnered with 12 other universities
for similar programs.
“The academic curriculum will be some of the general education skills courses,” Director and Outreach Coordinator for
Porreco College, Janet Bowker said. “English, math, computer
skills and programs like that.”

Contributed Photo
Once classes begin, students will have to complete 2.5 days
of academic courses at Porreco College and 2.5 days of skills
training at a training facility every week.
But, even before they begin the course, students must pass
an invitation-only technical skills evaluation, with a score of 70
percent or higher. The test determines if candidates have the
hand-eye coordination, dexterity and other skills to do the job.
The test involves climbing wooden poles, raising and installing
cross arms, going in a bucket truck and tying knots.
The selection process is highly demanding and competitive,

Journalism and PR students hold media panel

EUP hires new VP for strategic initiatives
By Karlee Dies
News Editor
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The Department of Journalism and Public Relations held a panel Thursday,
Feb. 12 regarding changing technology in the media and public relations industries.
On the panel were campus media student leaders (from left to right) Logan Lilly,
Jade Hilliard and Drew Patrick. The young professionals included Edinboro alums
Maura Sirianni with Lilly Broadcasting, Glenn Thompson with the Butler County
Radio Network and Ohio State University alum, Sarah Steman with the Erie Times
News. PRSSA’s graduate assistant, Katie Close (center) was the moderator.
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as there are only 24 slots available for the program. The program’s goal is to hire the 24 who are in the program, but the
students are not guaranteed a position.
“It’s actually quite tough to get in,” Ritchey said. “They have to
be strong because you have to climb poles sometimes up to 60
feet up in the air in the middle of winter.” However, in addition
to handling the physical aspects, Penelec is looking for their future employees to have a college degree, as well.
“When First Energy came to us, they [said that they] wanted these individuals to have an associate’s degree,” Bowker said.
“They wanted them to be able to have the writing skills, math
skills and computer skills to perform the jobs that they are going to have.”
The program also comes with a required summer field experience training course before classes begin in August. The field
experience is a 40 hour a week training process that is evaluated
directly by First Energy.
Since the Power Systems Institute is near Porreco College,
the university decided that all academic courses would be at
the community college. “We are very excited to have Penelec
as a partner,” Bowker said on behalf of Porreco. “We have never
done anything like this before.”
After the 24 students are selected, the process of training and
schooling begins for students. Penelec will pay for the tuition
and give an allowance to students for their book purchases.
However, students will have to pay back the tuition and other
costs if they are offered, but don’t accept a job with Penelec.
“We’re very excited to have the program and we can’t wait to
get started,” Bowker said.

As the Dean of Edinboro
University’s College of Science
and Health Professions, Dr. Nathan Ritchey has concentrated
on creating numerous connections in the community and in
business partnerships for the
students of EUP.
Ritchey was recently given
an additional high profile role
as the vice president for strategic initiatives.
“It is a great honor for me to
represent Edinboro University
in this important role. At the
same time, the task of helping
the university to better place
itself strategically can be daunting. I am quite fortunate to have
strong support from President
Wollman and her leadership
team, which enables me to
move forward with confidence,
” said Ritchey.
With a dry-erase board
full of partnerships to pursue,
Ritchey is working to provide
more opportunities for Edinboro students and hopes to
continue to provide college
coursework, new undergraduate and graduate programs, research opportunities and more.
President Wollman stated,
“We added the title vice president for strategic initiatives
to his dean title to recognize
the very important work Dr.

Ritchey is doing to advance the
university’s strategic position
and achieve our strategic goals.
Most recently this has taken the
form of success in establishing
Porreco College, which is growing rapidly and meeting many
needs in the region.”
In announcing Ritchey’s new
title, EU Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Michael Hannan, recognized his
leadership in the development
of the Porreco College in Erie
and of the relationships he has
made with various regional industries.
“The Porreco College has
been a great success during
this past year, allowing Edinboro University to significantly
address the region’s need for
affordable sub-baccalaureate
programming at an affordable
cost,” Hannan said in a press release. “Much of this success has
resulted from the leadership of
Dr. Nathan Ritchey. His work
has encompassed developing a
vision for the Porreco College,
establishing important working
relationships with community
organizations to create channels
for recruitment and student
service, and building partnerships with regional industries
to ensure that the college offers
programs that are career-ready
and lead to employment for our
Porreco College graduates.”

“I strongly believe that the
key to Edinboro University’s
future is to partner with other
organizations and businesses
to increase the excellence we
already have on campus and to
find new opportunities that will
help us to expand the good that
we do for the region and beyond,” said Ritchey.
Among other relationships,
Ritchey worked with Penelec
to create a new partnership
with its FirstEnergy Power Systems Institute, which will begin
training line workers at both
Porreco College and a Penelec
facility this fall. Additionally, he
is working with several healthcare providers to develop a
training program to fill their
demanding need for highly
trained caregivers.
“I am amazed at the number of amazing opportunities
that are available to Edinboro
University at this point in time.
,” Ritchey said. “This is a wonderful time to work at or attend
Edinboro University,” stated
Ritchey.
Ritchey came to Edinboro in
August 2013 from Youngstown
State University, where he was
the chair of the department of
mathematics and statistics. He
has published widely in medicine and mathematics, including several mathematics textbooks.

Correction
From Feb. 12 Edition

In the Feb. 12 edition of The Spectator, a story ran on page 1 titled “OSD budget cuts
cause stress for Personal Care Program.” There were no budget cuts in that program
from the last academic year. It should have read, “staffing issues.” As previously stated in that story, the personal care program has been given more funds to “hire more
people” and allow personal care assistants to receive more hours. We apologize for
the error.
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Winter Weather Update, Groundhog Phil says six more weeks, activities to do
By Anna Ashcraft
Staff Writer

This winter seems to be a never-ending
blast of cold and snow, but that will come to
an end soon enough. March 21st marks the
first day of spring and hopefully, unlike last
year it will be warming up by then.
The Washington Post stated Erie, Pa is
ranked as number three in the nations snowiest cites, with Buffalo at number two and
Worchester Mass with the number one spot at
92.1 inches. Erie has had a total of 85.9 inches
of snow this season surpassing the average of
73.6 inches.
Punxsutawney Phil saw his shadow and
predicted 6 more weeks of winter this past
month. Phil came out of his hole on Feb 2 at
7:25 a.m. in his hometown of Punxsutawney,
Pa. The story of the Ground Hog is that when
they come out of hibernation they either see
their shadow or they don’t, and that predicts
how much winter we have left.
According to National Geographic, he
does not live in the ground so he does not
hibernate. He lives in a year round temperature-regulated, man made burrow connected
to the Punxsutawney Memorial Library. It
even has a glass-viewing window. He lives
with his wife Phillis.
The Ground Hog is notorious for giving his
predictions on how much winter we have left,
but the Washington Post states he has had
around an 80% accuracy rate over the years.
Ground Hogs have been giving predictions in
the United States since 1887 when the Dutch
immigrants brought the tradition over. It
originally was hedgehogs that predicted the
weather in Europe, but they are not indige-

nous to the U.S.
The Police Force of Merrimack, New
Hampshire issued a joke arrest warrant for
the rodent. They put on their Facebook page,
“We know we are a day early, however we
here at Merrimack Police felt compelled to
let the public know that there is a warrant for
Punxsutawney Phil! We have received several complaints from the public that this little
varmint is held up in a hole, warm and toasty.
He told several people that Winter would last
6 more weeks, however he failed to disclose
that it would consist of mountains of snow!
If you see him, do not approach him as he is
armed and dangerous. Call Merrimack Police,
we will certainly take him into custody!” This
is alongside the picture of the groundhog
from the 1980 film “Caddyshack” and it has
received around 5k likes and 9k shares.
Winter started early for those of us in
northwest Pennsylvania, when the blizzard
hit us in early November and dropped an
unreal amount of snow for that time of year.
After that there didn’t seem to be too many
snow storms just lots of cold temperatures.
Then, January brought back the snow and
freeing temperatures.
Winter storm Juno happened on Jan 2628. It brought two to three feet of snow in
some areas of the Northeast. Lunenburg and
Auburn Mass. received 36 inches in just that
one-week shattering past records.
Directly after that, Winter Storm Linus
came on Feb 1-3 and hit the Northeast, Mid
West and New England. It brought 11.2 inches to the Erie and Edinboro area on top of the
snow we already had.
After Linus, around 15 people were reported dead because of the blizzards. One

				Feb. 5, 2015
Between the hours of 6:45 p.m. and 10:30 p.m., unknown actor(s) flattened the victim’s tire on
her car while it was parked in the Dome lot. The damage was apparently caused by a sharp object
stabbing the sidewall multiple times.
			
Feb. 8, 2015
At approximately 2:38 a.m., University Police observed an individual urinating on a light
pole near Highlands 7. The actor, Jordan T. Brown, 19 was found to be under the influence of
alcohol also. Being under the legal age of 21, Brown was cited for Underage Drinking as well as
Disorderly Conduct.
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Punxsutawney Phil saw his shadow implying there will be six more weeks of snow.
67-year-old woman from Iowa died from
exposure, many died in car accidents, and
six men from Illinois and Wisconsin died in
snow shoveling related incidents.
Winter storm Marcus came on Feb 6 – 8
bringing ice, which is still caked on the streets
and sidewalks. The latest winter storm is
Winter Storm Neptune, which is bringing a
bulk of the snow to Boston, Michigan, Maine
and New England.
Edinboro will be hit with snow all week,

around one to three inches a day; but nothing
compared to the many blizzards we’ve had. It
seems like the worst is behind us.
There are lots of activities to do in the
winter. Peek n’ Peak is only around a 30 min
drive from campus. Mt. Pleasant in Edinboro
is even closer with reasonable rates. Monday
nights are college nights where lift tickets are
only $15. There will be a CORE snowshoeing
and cross-country skiing trip on Feb 21 for
$5. Signups start Feb 9.

				Feb. 9, 2015
Between the hours of 1:30 p.m. and 2:00 p.m., Brooke N. Bennett, 18 and Tiffany A. Wick, 20
became involved in a mutual argument and physical confrontation while in room 407 Rose Hall.
Both actor(s) suffered minor injuries at the hands of the other. Both Bennett and wick were cited
for Disorderly Conduct and Harassment.
				Feb. 10, 2015
A resident of Highlands 1 reported that she placed a load of laundry in the dryer in the laundry room of Highlands 1 at approximately 10:40 a.m. When her friend retrieved the laundry at
approximately 2:00 p.m. as arranged, several items were missing. Missing were 2 scarves, 1 pair
of jeans, 1 pair of yoga pants, 2 shirts and 3 pair of leggings with a total value of $136.

THROWBACK THURSDAY
February 17, 1975
Lindsey Sheen
Rhythmical Spectrum Highlights Dance Review
“The ESC Dance Club, working in coordination with Cindy Ension’s
Advanced Modern Dance Class, will present this final annual Spring
Dance Concert in May.”
Veterans Payments $126 Short
“Veterans, if you signed up for Veterans’ benefits last fall, your next
check will be short $126.00. This is because when we signed up the
dates for second semester were Jan. 6 to May 12, 1975. Since our forms
went in, the end date for second semester has changed to May 26.”
Synchronized Swim Show at McComb Pool
“The Synchronized Swim Show will be held at McComb Fieldhouse
Pool this Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.”

GRADUATING IN SPRING 2015?
If you are planning to finish your degree in May 2015, you MUST submit a
graduation card to the Office of Records and Registration in Hamilton Hall.
If you do not apply to graduate your DEGREE will NOT be posted to your
academic record for Spring 2015.

Student Lakeside Houses
2 or 3 Bedroom
www.edinborolakesiderentals.com
814-823-5411

YOUR
AD
HERE

Classified advertisements are available at the following rates:
Student rate: 25 cents per word
Non-student rate: 35 cents per word
Email: adverts.spectator@gmail.com
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‘Weird Al’ Yankovic coming to Erie in July
By Anna Ashcraft
Staff Writer

“Weird Al” Yankovic will be coming
to Erie’s Warner Theatre July 10, 2015 at
8 p.m. as part of his Mandatory World
Tour. The tour will travel to around 100
cities in the U.S.
Tickets are for sale online now or at
the Erie Insurance Arena box office. The
price ranges from $40 to $60.
Alfred Matthew Yankovic, known as
“Weird Al,” has been making music since
high school. According to Rolling Stone,
in 1979 at the age of 16, Yankovic sent a
demo tape to the radio DJ Dr. Demento and his song “My Bologna” quickly
became popular. This song rose in the
charts and he was then signed by Capitol records, and a few years later, Rock
n Roll Records signed him. He is now
signed under Way Moby, Volcano, JIVE
and Sony.
Throughout the years, he has been a
parody singer of hit songs. He also hosted a show on MTV called AL TV in 1985;
he hosted the Weird Al show on CBS in
1997 and 1998 and made an autobiography/mockumentary movie about his life
in 1985 called “The Compleat AL”.
He is famous for parodies of hit songs.
A few of the most popular songs include
“Smells like Nirvana” a parody of Nirvana’s “Smells like Teen Spirit,” “White
and Nerdy” from Chamillionare’s “Ridin
Dirty,” “Party in the CIA” from Miley
Cyrus’ “Party in the USA,” “Another One
Rides the Bus” from Queen’s “Another
One Bites the Dust” and “I Love Rocky
Road” a parody of Joan Jett and the
Blackhearts’ “I Love Rock n Roll.”
His Mandatory World Tour will travel
across the nation starting May 12 in Las
Vegas at Planet Hollywood and will end
Sept. 18 in Laughlin, Nevada.
To be announced soon is his European

COMIng SOON
Release Date:
Feb. 20

Everly

Hot Tub Time
Machine 2

My Life Directed by Nicolas Winding Refn

The DUFF

Release Date:
Mar. 6

Genre: Documentary

Genre: Comedy
Genre: Comedy

McFarland, USA

Genre: Thriller

Wild Tales

The Second Best Exotic
Marigold Hotel

Gloria

tour, which will travel to some parts of
Europe, New Zealand and Australia.
“Mandatory Fun,” Yankovic’s 14th studio album, won him a 2015 Grammy for
“Best Comedy Album.”
It also debuted at the number one spot
on the Billboard 200 list, making it the
first comedy album to hit number one in
over 50 years.
Yankovic announced his Mandatory
World Tour with the video, “Weird Al
gets Whiplashed,” where he played the
accordion and J.J. Simmons keeps yelling
at him to improve his playing.
Eventually, Simmons gets annoyed
and throws a chair at Yankovic’s head.
Then, he announces the Mandatory
World Tour at the end and runs out of

the time, apologizing to Simmons for
still being there.
He has voiced and acted in some
shows, including “Children’s Hospital,”
“Gravity Falls,” “Uncle Grandpa,” “Adventure Time,” “Star Wars: Detours,”
“Drunk History” and the animated upcoming 2015 movie “Batman & Robin.”
Yankovic is set to play “The Dollmaker” in that upcoming film, which is set to
be released in April.
The movie is a sequel to “Son of Batman (2014)” and is based on the 2012
comic “Batman: The Court of Owls”.
WeirdAL.com is hosting an event to
“Win a Trip for 2” to Yankovic’s performance at Las Vegas’ Planet Hollywood
on May 16.

Chappie

Genre: Drama

Genre: Comedy/Drama/

Contributed Photo
Weird Al debuted his voice through his song, ‘My Bologna,’ which was greatly appreciated. He is mostly famous for remaking popular hit songs into parodies.

Genre: Action/Thriller

Genre: Comedy/Drama

Genre: Biography/Drama/
Music

Unfinished Business

Release Date:
Feb. 27

No Escape

Focus

Merchants of Doubt

Little Boy

Release Date:
Mar. 13

Genre: Comedy/Crime/
Drama/Romance
Genre: Comedy/Drama/War

The Lazarus Effect

Genre: Thriller

Maps to the Stars
Genre: Drama

‘71

Genre: Action/Drama/
Thriller

Genre: Comedy

Genre: Thriller
Genre: Documentary

Cinderella

Genre: Adventure/Drama

Run All Night

Genre: Action/Thriller/Crime/Drama/Mystery

Paranormal Activity:
The Ghost Dimention
Genre: Horror

‘Kingsman’ gives a fresh new take on modern age spy films
By Brady Wesp
Staff Writer

What do you get when you combine Matrix-style fight sequences, espionage and witty
banter all paired up with a script which feels like
it was influenced by a Tarantino movie?
You get a new age, genre redefining spy film
that looks like James Bond on steroids.
Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to “Kingsman: The Secret Service.”
Based upon the comic book, “The Secret Service”, “Kingsman” is a super-secret spy organization that has worked to keep the peace of the
world for centuries.
The agents are all code-named after the
knights of the round table. Michael Caine (“The
Dark Knight” trilogy) plays senior Kingsman
agent Arthur, the head of the order. Our main
protagonists are Eggsy, played by Taron Egerton,
and his mentor, Harry Hart a.k.a. Galahad,
played by Colin Firth.
Eggsy is a punkish teenage Londoner who has
led a very troublesome life after his father died
back when he was a toddler.
Sprung out of lockup by Galahad, Eggsy begins to learn the truth about his father and is
eventually coaxed into undergoing what he is
later told is “the most dangerous job interview
on the planet.”
Put along eight other snobby recruits, Eggsy
trains and competes to take up the mantle of a
slain Kingsman agent, who on his last mission
encountered an evil that threatens all of civilization across the earth.
From beginning to end, the film never backs
off on the suspense and seamlessly executes hilarious punch lines that will have you laughing
extensively, while at the same time you’ll find
yourself with your jaw stuck wide open from all
the incredible action.
Impressively, even with all these components
wound together so intricately, the plotline of the
movie flows so smoothly it projects an ambiance
of elegance, one of which only James Bond himself could surpass.
Throughout all its hilarious and downright
awesome sequences, the greatest asset of this
movie could quite possibly be Valentine, played
by Samuel L. Jackson.
Valentine, a billionaire media mogul who cannot articulate sibilants, portrays himself as such
a charitable charming individual while ever so
cleverly keeping his sinister plans under wraps.
Now Samuel L. Jackson is not really the
known to play the ‘villain’ role and there were
many doubts to whether or not he could pull it
off.
Rest assured when you put your cards on

Contributed Photo
The ‘Kingsman’ are a secret society whose goal is to guarantee the safety of humanity by neutralizing any potential threat.
Samuel Jackson, he delivers…and oh boy does
he deliver.
While occasionally giving rhetorical tribute to
the likes of traditional villains, Jackson’s character is anything but a traditional villain.
Valentine cannot even stand the sight of
blood.
Who would have thought that someone like
Jackson would lose his lunch upon seeing the
blood of his adversaries? Well fret not, for where
Valentine lacks in having a strong stomach, he
more than makes up for in his diabolical intentions.
Imagine a media icon such as Steve Jobs
merged with a classic James Bond villain like
Hugo Drax from “Moonraker.” Now if you want
to Google this villain you can, however, as that

Upcoming

Concerts

would slightly diminish the suspense of Valentine’s master plan, it would be highly advisable to
see this film prior to looking up Drax.
Although this movie is defined as more of a
spy spoof, “Kingsman” constantly pays homage
to the tropes of early spy movies, which ignited
the world’s fascination with espionage.
As a matter of fact, Jackson’s Valentine and
Colin Firth’s Galahad actually start to bond over
their shared love of classic spy movies, more specifically the villains that make them tick.
“Kingsman” is packed with everything one
could ask for from a spy/action/thriller movie
and much more.
As many films fall prey to the cliché plot twist,
“Kingsman” goes through a whole array of plot
twists that changes your perception of how it’s

Pittsburgh

going to end right up until the last scene.
“Kingsman: The Secret Service” opened up
with a $41 million debut on Valentine’s Day
weekend, taking second behind the adaptation
of E.L. James’ “Fifty Shades of Grey,” which
brought in a record-breaking $81.7 million over
its opening weekend.
However movie-goers might feel about the
book, audiences will clearly have much more excitement becoming an honorary Kingsman.
As Galahad instructed Eggsy, “It is not about
whether or not you were born with a silver
spoon in your mouth. True nobility is the choice
to be superior to your former self.”
So are you going to lag around and go about
your ordinary everyday life…or would you like
to suit up and join the Kingsman?

Cleveland

The Twilight Sad

One Sweet Burgh

Dead Ahead Ohio

Schwartz Brothers

The Lone Bellow

Arianna Grande

The Bottom Dollars

Skizzy Mars

- February, Fri. 27
- Brillobox

- February, Sat. 28
- The Club at Stage AE

- March, Sat. 7
- Club Cafe

- March, Tue. 10
- Petersen Events Center

- February, Fri. 27
- Roc Bar

- February, Fri. 27
- Beachland Tavern

- February, Fri. 27
- Beachland Tavern

- March, Sun. 1
- Grog Shop
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MEET THE ARTIST
By Raffaele Fusulan

Humor in Craft

A&E Editor

Name:
Lydia Browne

Favorite Hobbies:
Illustration, bird-watching

Year:
Junior

What is your personal favorite
work you did? Why?:
Character animation: Over the last several
years, I definitely have seen improvement in
my animation. The most recent of my projects have been traditional and each always
trumps the last in fluidity and anatomical
and physical accuracy.

Graduating Year:
Spring 2016

Benjamin Lambert

Icthus Erectus

Matt Maitland

Overload

BFA:
Applied Media Arts – Cinema: Computer
Animation track
Minors:
Painting and Drawing
Favorite Artist:
Claude Monet
Favorite Art Piece:
I really don’t have one, but my favorite by
Monet would be any of his “Water Lilies”
series.
Favorite Color:
I think they’re all beautiful in their own
right, but if I had to choose, I’d say green.
Favorite Sport:
Tennis!

Justin Pope

The Magic Sponge (Brainpower)

Favorite genre of Music:
Pop or indie.

When did you start getting
involved with art?:
I’ve been doodling and painting from a
young age, but it wasn’t really until high
school that I had an outlet for it. I could take
art-specific classes and experiment with
mediums I’d never even heard of before! College really opened up the art world for me
and I was rapidly introduced to so many new
styles and techniques not only from my professors but my classmates. Being surrounded
by such talent is truly inspiring.
What are your plans for the future?:
My hope is to one day become an
animator for a movie-making company.
While I’d love to work for the big guys like
Pixar or Dreamworks, I think it’s best to start
small and climb the ladder myself. I know
I’ll enjoy my work wherever I find myself
and I intend to make the most of the
community I’ll hopefully become a part of.
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Return of measles causes immense health concern
40 percent of parents are either delaying or skipping vaccines altogether, according to study
The Spectator
In the latter parts of 2014, the National
Hockey League was struggling to contain a
mumps outbreak. At least 18 players, including Anaheim Ducks alternate captain François
Beauchemin and Pittsburgh Penguins star
Sidney Crosby had contracted the disease,
causing them to miss up to a couple of weeks
worth of game action.
Meanwhile, between December 2014 and
February 2015, a total of 110 California residents had been diagnosed with measles.
According to the California Department of
Public Health, the first case brought to their
attention was of an 11-year-old child who had
just been at Disney a week or so prior to the
identification of the disease.
Now there are also cases in Nebraska, Arizona, Colorado, Washington, Oregon, Utah,
Canada and Mexico, all stemming from being exposed to that child in one of the Disney
Parks between Dec. 17-20.
Although rare, if untreated, mumps can
cause damage to the brain and reproductive
system, while also causing hearing loss and inflammation of the pancreas. Measles is much
worse, as it causes swelling of the brain (which
can cause convulsions and mental retardation)
and pneumonia.
As we all know, there are vaccines for both
of these diseases. If that is the case, why are
mumps and measles (which were considered
“dead diseases” not too long ago due to said
vaccines) making a re-appearance?
Cue in the “anti-vaxxers,” people who claim
that vaccines are dangerous for humans and
therefore, should be banned. This thought has

Photo: MCT Campus
Parents delaying or skipping vaccines are putting their children at a great amount of risk.
been there since the first vaccine was created,
but it exploded following Dr. Andrew Wakefield’s 1998 study. His research suggested that
vaccines were linked to autism, causing massive uproar in the medical community.
However, following investigation by BMJ
(The British Medical Journal), it was concluded that Wakefield purposely manipulated the
data by altering the medical histories of all the
12 patients who set up the foundation for his
study.
“It’s one thing to have a bad study, a study
full of error, and for the authors then to ad-

mit that they made errors,” said Fiona Godlee,
BMJ’s editor-in-chief (via CNN). “But in this
case, we have a very different picture of what
seems to be a deliberate attempt to create an
impression that there was a link by falsifying
the data.”
Wakefield got his medical license revoked,
his study discredited and he is now living under scrutiny due to his choice.
Regardless, many people still embraced
Wakefield’s ideology, claiming that the “Big
Pharmaceutical” companies shut him down
because they did not want to miss out on the

profits stemmed from vaccines.
Some claim that with a good diet, there is
no need for vaccinations. Religious folks state
that god is against us humans meddling with
our own physiology and that things should be
dealt with naturally.
Unfortunately, those ideas are gaining
steam, as according to a study conducted by
Simon J. Hambidge and his colleagues found
that 40 percent of parents are delaying or skipping their children’s vaccinations for absolutely no reason at all.
With the increasing number of parents that
do not vaccinate their kids, these diseases that
were virtually dead are now returning to cause
a great deal of damage. Remember that child
earlier in this article who infected people in
Disney?
The child had not received the shots needed.
That is a quite recognizable sign that there
needs to be serious changes to society’s perception of vaccinations. There is a reason why
there was a great focus in developing these.
Sure, there are side effects, but they are incredibly rare. Ultimately, vaccines exist to
protect people from diseases that ravaged millions during prior time periods.
Choosing to not receive vaccines not only
puts innocent children and their parents’
health in jeopardy, but by making these diseases come back, they are also putting others
in danger’s way. So before deciding not to take
a vaccine, talk to your family physician, ask
some questions, and he or she will prove to
you that vaccines are crucial for everyone to
live a long, happier life.

Legalization of same-sex marriage in Student ponders
Alabama displays gay movement success personal college career
people have created many gay
support groups and projects
that have taken off nationwide.
Journalist Dan Savage and
his husband Terry Miller began the “It Gets Better” project in 2010. The mission of
the project is to have adults
tell young, gay teenagers that
everything gets better in order to prevent teen suicide.
On the It Gets Better website,
more than 50,000 people have
uploaded videos explaining
how life gets better.
Another famous campaign
is the Think Before You Speak
campaign. Many people in the
younger generations believe it
is okay to blurt out “That’s so
Photo: MCT Campus gay!” when they actually mean
Alabama has now become the 37th state in which same-sex marriage is permitted.
stupid. The purpose of Think
Before You Speak is to spread
By Dakota Palmer
side of the Montgomery County Courtawareness
of how gay and stupid are not
Staff Writer
house.
synonyms.
Since there are officially 37 states perOn Feb. 9, Alabama became the 37th
Hilary Duff and Wanda Sykes are in
forming
gay marriages, it may seem like
state to rule the ban on same-sex martwo
commercials sponsored by the camthe
fight
for
equality
is
becoming
quite
riage unconstitutional. That morning,
paign
in which a teenager usually calls
over 150 same-sex couples were married. successful. However, the fight is long
something
gay, and they follow with
Some may call this a win for same-sex from over. Unfortunately, homosexual
“When
you
say that’s gay, do you realize
couples, but Alabama is not quite happy discrimination has been prominent for a
what
you
say?
Knock it off.” This camlong time, and will more than likely conabout the ruling.
paign
is
especially
important because
In January, Judge Callie Granade ruled tinue to be around. One of the most ofmany
people
use
the
word gay negativethat the ban on same-sex marriage was fensive policies toward the gay commuly
without
thinking
of
the offensive and
unconstitutional. However, on Feb. 8, nity was Don’t Ask Don’t Tell (DADT).
lasting
impact.
Chief Justice of the Alabama Supreme This policy was implemented in 1993
Even though the gay community is
Court, Roy Moore, ordered judges in and prohibited discrimination against
still
not completely accepted by AmeriAlabama not to perform any same-sex closeted members of the gay community,
cans,
they have fought for decades and
wedding ceremonies. Unsure of whom to but also denied openly homosexual or
made
significant progress. With only 13
listen to, some judges performed the cer- bisexual individuals from serving. This
emonies, while others did not. Many in policy also discharged people if they states left to rule the ban on gay marAlabama, a typically conservative state, were to reveal their sexual orientation. riage unconstitutional, we could see a
protested on Feb. 9 when the marriages On Sept. 20, 2011, DADT was repealed. gay marriage-friendly America as soon
began. Although people stood outside This repeal allowed many military mem- as this year. Many think to help the gay
community they have to do something
with their “Keep marriage traditional!” bers to safely come out.
signs, that did not stop couple Tori SisAlthough the LGBTQ community large, but even just not saying something
son and Shante Wolf from waiting out- has been through many difficult times, is “gay” can help.

By Zachary Scully
Contributing Writer

Where to begin… I’ve always liked stories that begin that
with their endings. However, by the time you finish the story,
the beginning makes complete sense. I feel as though this is
what has happened to me regarding my time in college here
at Edinboro. I’m sure that there are many of you whom have
no idea what I’m feeling or writing about. Although, I’m more
certain that there are plenty of you whom completely and genuinely do. Getting so close to the end of anything that has been
so impactful on one’s life tends to make one think a little bit
more introspectively.
Did I choose the right major? While I have many ambitions
and passions all across the board; I believe I did. I love writing, playing music and making art. I’m sure there are many
among yourselves who have similar passions, as creativity
seems to flourish best under the sunlight of variety. I would
like to achieve something in all areas of my passions and desires eventually. Even though I only selected one major (that
being a major in fine arts), Edinboro has still greatly nurtured
my creative spirit; as well as strengthening my knowledge in all
of these fields as well as many others. I don’t believe that any of
us can choose a “wrong” major. However, I do believe that we
can attend school or follow a major for the wrong reasons.
Dollar signs should not be the arrows which we follow when
we decide on our majors. If one attends school for the sole sake
of partying, or simply to receive a sheet of paper that makes
them more employable, then we have simply missed the point.
What the point of all this is varies on who you ask. However,
if someone on the street were to ask me, I would tell them to
better my knowledge of my field, to, in the process, become versatile in my knowledge of other fields, to work hard on Wednesdays and party just as hard on Saturdays. The point is for us
to study, learn, celebrate, make friends, create memories, live,
laugh and love.
Stay out late and get up early. There’s no time to waste, a club
might be waiting for you, you might have a class to go to, friends
to meet out for dinner or drinks, time to work late in the studio
or in the library, or you might have just met your best friends
or your future partner might be looking for you somewhere
and not know it yet. The purpose of the college experience is to
grow in body, mind and spirit above all other things. It is meant
to be a time of learning. Mistakes will be made, classes may be
failed and relationships may be broken.
At the end of the day, though, it does not matter because
knowledge will be gained, relationships will be nurtured and
success will bloom. Live without regrets, because those things
you may regret doing or not doing in college can serve as a lesson to further your individual character and better your future
self.

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them

Editorial Policy:

Your letter must be 500 words or less, and for the purpose of verification, please include your name
and phone number. Letters, sent to voices.spectator@gmail.com, must be received the Monday before
publication. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters and to reject letters that may contain false
or libelous statements.
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Self-proclaimed ‘meninists’ take a stand against feminism
By Emma Giering
Staff Editor

Meninists.
If you’ve had anything to do with the third-wave
feminism movement the term probably conjures
an unpleasant image in your mind. These are the
men who wear shirts emblazoned with the words
“Cool story babe, now go make me a sandwich.”
If their clever shirts aren’t enough to convince you
of their plight, try asking them to explain how
they have been marginalized by a skewed system.
A meninist will likely emphatically explain how
there are always hurricanes named after women:
Katrina, Sandy, Isabel.
“Where are the hurricanes named after men,
hmm?”
It’s hard to have a rational discussion with an
individual whose primary concern is having the
ability to make rape jokes without being glared
at. Yes, meninism is actually a thing, and it has a
staggering number of adherents that grows daily.
While some perceive the meninist movement as
a serious threat, others assume it is mere social
media hype. Though meninism is primarily used
to parody the fire and brimstone feminists, who
tend to engage in endless online chatroom battles,
the meninist agenda was once an actual group
that had noble intentions.
The concept of meninism came from a forum
on the website feminist.com. Though the reader
may suspect supporters of the movement to be
hateful men hoping to corner the over-zealous,
often misinformed, radical feminists, the group
closely mimicked the ideals of feminism.
Its founding words read “We are all opposed to
all forms of misogynist behavior and sexist attitudes; we support all women.” Essentially, meninists were a branch of feminists endorsed strictly
by the opposite sex. What’s even more surprising

is the notion that at one point in time, meninists
actually decried the patriarchy. The early developments of meninism held that men, specifically
Caucasian men, had significantly contributed to
the polarization of gender and its cultural implications.
Unfortunately, like most equality initiatives,
the meninist movement quickly became culturally hijacked in much the same way that Nazi
Germany corrupted the Buddhists’ gammadion
cross. Memes of feminist double-standards began
to swell on the Internet. Consider a picture of an
attractive male model juxtaposed with a shirtless,
obese male holding a makeshift sign captioned:
“Stop objectifying men! Real men have curves.”
Another skinny bearded male holds a plaque
that reads “I need meninism because the movie
‘Magic Mike’ promotes an unrealistic expectation
of how men’s bodies should look.” Of course, we
can’t forget the battles of inequality that the man
who asks “why can’t she hold the door open for
me” has to face.
I read and write about issues of police brutality,
rape, violence, unequal pay and unequal opportunities, so it’s refreshing to see people, notice I
don’t directly accuse men, living in blissful ignorance of the world around them.
The misconstruing of meninism is at once
tragic and humorous. While meninists may think
that they’re eroding the founding tenants of feminism, they’re merely nitpicking the fringe ideals.
By doing this, meninists are opening up the floor
for meaningful conversations regarding broader
issues, for instance, the women workforce under
capitalism, or rape culture. Their tunnel vision regarding the objectives of the feminist movement
is so pathetic that it morphs into something beneficial.
In 2015, it seems that the division between the
two movements has stirred a gender war. What
was once a movement rooted in mutual equality

Contributed Photo
Many social media users sympathized with the idea of “meninism” and shared their opinion.
is now spiteful, antagonizing frat house humor.
Take for example the Twitter account, @MeninistTweet, which has nearly 500,000 followers and
advocates “pushing women down stairs as a viable ‘Plan C’ for birth control.”
With all this being said, it’s still difficult to
decipher the intentions of those who subscribe
to meninism. Is it a serious movement, a joke,
or both? Truthfully, it seems that if meninists
were to ease up on their bravado a lot of positive
change could be enacted. The inequality men face
is not proportional to that of women, but there
is still social bias that ought to be reconsidered.
The issues like male suicide, disproportionate
prison sentences, and fathers’ paternal rights in

divorce court settlements all deserve a thorough
reevaluation. However, as meninism is currently,
there are volumes of misinformation being bred
among insufferable misogynists. Therefore, if you
are reading this article and find yourself questioning your involvement in the meninist agenda, please consider the following: the meninist
movement likely exists because men are afraid
of being treated in the same manner they treat
women. In fact, they’re so afraid they’ve created
an alternate reality for themselves wherein they
have to fight against the persecution they place
upon others.
Doesn’t sound like something I’d like to be a
part of, how about you?

McDonald’s winter hoax displays Alcohol treatment programs see
importance of critical thinking bump at start of new year

Photo: MCT Campus
Internet hoax claimed that Big Mac was
scrapped from McDonald’s menu.

By Jideobi Ezeonu
Voices Editor

Fast food lovers’ heart rates shot up when this
first came out.
There was a rumor swirling around the Internet that McDonald’s was eliminating certain
items from their menu – more specifically, their
world-renowned Big Mac sandwich and their apple pies. In addition to those, the ability to select
a large serving of any meal was also going to be
eliminated.
“It is with a heavy heart that we must announce
that the Big Mac will no longer be a part of our
menu. It is our sincerest apologies,” the fake McDonald’s tweet stated.
The story, first published by Daily Buzz Live,
rapidly went viral, causing many Big Mac eaters
to be disappointed. However, people failed to go
more in-depth in the story, as Daily Buzz Live is
known for their satirical stories.
Yet, that did not stop people from plastering
their opinions on the subject all over social media
pages.
“Just saw that McDonald’s is getting rid of the
Big Mac. And I just died a little inside because
that’s my 2 am drunk meal”, one Twitter user
posted.
“McDonald’s getting rid of Big Mac is a gimmick. They just using them drug dealer tactics.
It’ll be ‘back for a limited time’ soon”, another

tweet stated.
Following the frantic pleas for reconsideration
and the non-stop distribution of this ludicrous
speculation, the actual McDonald’s social media
pages rapidly shut down the rumor, claiming that
it was a farce and that the “Big Mac was here to
stay.”
This whole situation displays a major issue
with everyday Internet users. As technology becomes more widespread, information can rapidly
reach thousands and even millions of people. Unfortunately, false material can also be promoted,
creating distress for all parties involved.
In the final months of 2014, McDonald’s was
once again under fire for putting up a flier requesting that all African-American customers
had to pay a $1.50 surcharge due to the string of
robberies that were taking place at the time.
Many people were angry at McDonald’s for
being racist, especially during the wake of Ferguson riots. But why would McDonald’s risk their
reputation by allowing something like that to take
place? Furthermore, Don Thompson, the CEO of
McDonald’s is an African-American man. Common sense should prevail in this situation.
How many times have we heard about the
deaths of different stars, only to find out that it
was not the case?
For example, in 2013, there was a rumor that
actor Will Smith had died due to an overdose
while filming Hancock 2. There had been no news
about the possible sequel of that movie since 2009
and honestly, the movie stunk so making a second installment would be unnecessary. With the
percentage of people attending college rising at
an exponential rate, the ability to critically think
should be one of the things instilled in a student’s
head from the start. We need to be aware of the
fact that not all information that is presented to
us is factual.
Sometimes, even major news corporations
make mistakes. We should guard ourselves and
analyze the material that is given to us and challenge it before making the assumption that what
we have is the truth. It will protect us from being
fools, whether it is in casual conversation or in the
world of academia.

MCT Campus
Gyms aren’t the only places that see a membership spike after the holidays.
Alexian Brothers Health System, which
offers addiction treatment programs in the
Chicago area, saw 20 percent more calls about
service options in December compared to
November, said Carol Hartmann, business
development director for Alexian Brothers
Behavioral Health. Hartmann attributed the
increase to health insurance benefits kicking
in Jan. 1 for some people.
On the West Coast, the number of people
enrolled in the program geared toward professionals at Promises Treatment Centers in Santa Monica has nearly doubled from 10 people
enrolled in the program before the holidays
to 19 people total, as of the first full week of
January, said Dr. Gregory Skipper, Promises
director of professionals health services.
“We’re having a boom in our place census-wise,” Skipper said. “I believe the first of
the year seems to be resolution time ... People
sort of re-examine” their habits including alcohol.
Government dietary guidelines define
moderate alcohol intake as up to one drink
per day for women and up to two drinks per
day for men. Anything more than that may be
a sign of alcohol dependency, though alcohol
sensitivity varies among people and the number of drinks is not the only way to decide if
someone is addicted to alcohol, experts say.
There are three criteria that help determine
if someone has become dependent on alcohol:
loss of control, physical adaptation to alcohol and an increase in consequences because
of drinking, said Andrea King, professor and
director of the Clinical Addictions Research
Laboratory at the University of Chicago.
The guidelines come from the manual of
mental disorders published by the American
Psychiatric Association, a group of more than

36,000 psychiatrists.
Loss of control: Some people may find
themselves drinking more or for a longer period of time than they intended, King said.
These people may try to set parameters for
their drinking and then go beyond these
self-imposed limits.
Physical adaptation: People who have become dependent on alcohol may notice their
drinking has caused physical changes including an increase in tolerance. If they try to stop
drinking completely, they may find themselves
undergoing symptoms of withdrawal, including headaches, tremors and nausea, King said.
Increase in consequences: Drinking may
cause or exacerbate psychological or physical
problems and yet people still keep drinking.
“Alcohol addiction may not look the same
from person A to person B but if you have two
of these three (criteria), it’s much more likely that you do have an alcohol problem,” said
King, who has studied the effects of alcohol in
young binge drinkers.
At Promises, Skipper said he generally follows the addiction definition from the American Society of Addiction Medicine, which is
similar to King’s definition.
The society, which represents more than
3,000 physicians dedicated to improving addiction treatment, defines addiction as a
chronic disease characterized by the inability
to limit drinking, impairment in control, cravings and a lack of realization that drinking is
causing significant personal problems.
Skipper said because there is no set amount
of alcohol that defines alcohol dependence, it’s
difficult for some people to realize they have a
drinking problem.
“People get in denial, and that’s the big
problem. Somewhere in there they know it is
getting out of control.” Skipper said. “That’s
a problem: Having people decide for themselves” what is too much.

QUESTION:
If you could have any
occupation, what
would you choose?
Anthony S. Reed

Zoë Malsberger

Fawn Martz

“Criminal psychologist.”

“Travel writer.”

“A rapper.”
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Thu., Feb. 19
MEN’S/
WOMEN’S SWIMMING
at PSAC Championships
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Boro men upset #16 IUP in OT thriller
Scots upend nationally-ranked Crimson Hawks to halt three-game skid
By Mike Fenner

Fri., Feb. 20
MEN’S/
WOMEN’S SWIMMING
at PSAC Championships

Staff Writer

WRESTLING
Edinboro at
West Virginia, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 21
MEN’S/
WOMEN’S SWIMMING
at PSAC Championships
INDOOR
TRACK & FIELD
at Kent State Open
WHEELCHAIR
BASKETBALL
Edinboro at Pittsburgh
MEN’S TENNIS
Edinboro vs.
West Liberty, 7 p.m.
Sun., Feb. 22
MEN’S/
WOMEN’S SWIMMING
at PSAC Championships
Wed., Feb. 25
WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL
Edinboro vs.
Pitt-Johnstown, 5:30 p.m.
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Edinboro vs.
Pitt-Johnstown, 7:30 p.m.
Fri., Feb. 27
WHEELCHAIR
BASKETBALL
at Canadian Academy

Contributed Photo: Edinboro Sports Information

Henri Wade-Chatman (above left) was held to eight points, but Edinboro still prevailed in
a 79-77 overtime thriller against Indiana (Pa.) Saturday in McComb Fieldhouse.

After Indiana (Pa.) fifth year
senior Jeremy Jeffers buried
a left wing three-pointer to
beat the horn on the last play
of regulation that would send
the game into overtime tied at
70 apiece, his right wing three
would misfire on the final play
of the extra frame to preserve
a massive Edinboro men’s basketball upset victory.
The Fighting Scots (12-12,
9-11 PSAC), who broke a three
game losing streak overall in
the process, upset the nation’s
16th ranked team in IUP (20-5,
14-5) with a heart stopping, 7977, overtime win at McComb
Fieldhouse on Saturday afternoon.
“It’s big for our team just because it helps us get one step
closer to making the conference tournament and that was
our goal from the beginning of
the year,” head coach Pat Cleary
said. “The guys were very resilient and I’m just proud that
they were able to tough it out.”
Edinboro broke a 13-game
skid in the series that dated
back to the Scots’ last triumph
against its long time conference
foe in the 2008-09 season. For
Cleary, in his second year as
Edinboro’s head coach, Saturday marked the first win over
a ranked opponent [previously
0-4] under his leadership.
The Scots, who entered the
contest with a record of 1-5 in
games decided by five points
or fewer this season, hope to
use Saturday’s results as tangi-

ble evidence that effort marks
improvement that can springboard the team forward.
“I think it can help us get
over the hump,” Cleary said. “I
mean, we’ve been so close so
many times. I’m just glad that
the guys can see that hard work
gets results.”
Redshirt freshman point
guard Jaymon Mason, who
paced the Scots with 24 points,
knocked down a pair of free
throws with just under five seconds remaining in regulation
to give Edinboro a 70-67 lead
before Jeffers’ late game heroics
extended the game.
“I was shocked, honestly, but
I knew we still had five more
minutes to compete and try to
beat a ranked team so we just
kept staying positive,” Mason
said after witnessing Jeffers’
buzzer beater.
Finding himself in a familiar spot just minutes later, Mason, who has a 86.8 free throw
shooting percentage and had
converted all five of his free
throws leading up to a trip to
the line with nine seconds left
in the extra period, missed
consecutive shots at the charity
stripe prior to the final missed
attempt by Jeffers.
“I was just going up there
confident, as confident as I
could be,” Mason said of his
return trip to the foul line. “Unfortunately they couldn’t fall for
me, but I’m thankful that we
got the stop for the win. Beat-

See Win, B2

Freeland eclipses 1,000 career points in just junior season
By Tyler Trumbauer
Sports Editor

Aignee’ Freeland took only two and
a half seasons to eclipse 1,000 points in
her collegiate basketball career.
It was only fitting for the junior to race
to the plateau Wednesday night, scoring
her nine needed points in the first 4:44
of the contest, reaching the milestone
before the first media timeout.
“It was definitely a big weight off my
chest,” Freeland said about achieving the
accolade very early in the contest.
Freeland neared 1,000 during the Feb.
7 contest at Mercyhurst, where she exited the game with 991 points. Despite
knowing she was that close coming in
to Wednesday, the York, Pennsylvania,
native said it wasn’t on her mind.
“I tried not to think about it too
much,” she said after the team’s win
against Slippery Rock. “I just went out
and played my game. I didn’t really
think about 1,000 points.”

Freeland’s game on Wednesday was
a memorable one overall, as well as the
30th Edinboro player to score 1,000
markers, she recorded 29 points, just
two shy of her career high.
Her head coach, Stan Swank, said he
is accustomed to that level of play from
Freeland recently.
“Aignee’s 1,000 is just a tremendous
achievement especially when you do it
in your junior year,” he said.
“She really is playing really well right
now. She’s playing very stable and she’s
very consistent. She is our aircraft carrier in the middle and she is a great
person off the court. She is fun to be
around. Her teammates like her and it is
just a great situation with her.”
Freeland is the second member of the
women’s basketball team to celebrate
1,000 points this season as graduate
guard Laurel Lindsay scored her 1,000th
point back on Jan. 10.
Another one of her teammates and
classmate, Lauren Hippo, believes Free-

land is a force to be reckon with.
“I think Aignee’ does a great job,”
Hippo said. “When her head is in it, she
is unstoppable for us and she can stop
anyone she wants to.”
Freeland has stepped up her game for
the Scots this season as she is the squad’s
leading scorer and rebounder, averaging
14.6 points per game and 7.3 rebounds
per game, as of Feb. 12. Additionally she
leads Edinboro in scoring average, field
goal percentage, field goals made and
field goals attempted.
With still having one more year after
this season left in her collegiate career,
Swank believes there isn’t a cap on how
high Freeland can go.
“I think she has really grown a lot
from where she was as a freshman,” he
said.
“Every game we are trying for her to
get better and better. I think the more
confident she gets the better she is going to get attitude-wise, and mentally. I
think the sky is the limit for her.”

Contributed Photo: Edinboro Sports Information

Aignee’ Freeland (above) netted 1,000 career points on Feb. 11
against Slippery Rock in McComb Fieldhouse during a 79-56 win.

Boro swim teams prepare for PSACs 176 honored at scholar-athlete banquet
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer

After a successful dual meet
season, both the men’s and
women’s swim teams are preparing for the most important part of the season as their
conference
championships
start Thursday, Feb. 19 in York,
Pennsylvania, at the Graham
Aquatic Center.
“We do a lot of mental training now because the physical part
is done,” head coach
Chris Rhodes said.
“[We are] really focusing on technique,
as well, want them to
get the feeling of racing
without getting torn
down.”
Both the men’s and
women’s teams have
12 individuals competing at
PSACs on Feb. 19-22.
“Getting to the conference
meet, it’s a lot of work,” Rhodes
said. “One thing I’m looking
forward to is seeing them have
fun because of the way they
have worked.”
Rhodes also said that he believes the men can come in the
top four or five teams in the
meet and that since it is a young
team this year he wants them to
gain experience of how to swim
well and what it’s like to score in

a conference meet.
Tony Romanini is looking for
a big performance this year at
the PSAC meet.
“He was off last year. This
being his final year, looking for
great things out of him and I
think he’s going to do very well,”
said Rhodes.
Rhodes also noted some other guys who are poised for a

a calm mind, given where I’m
seeded,” Schrecengost said.
“There are a lot of girls who
would like to take me down.”
Both Rhodes and Schrecengost believe that all the younger
girls are physically ready for the
PSACs, but it is the mental part
that is the deciding factor at the
PSAC Championships.
“I can see the potential, being at
practice
every
day and now it’s
the mental test,”
Rhodes said.
Rhodes
noted that one of his
goals for the women is for them to
come in the top six
at the conference
meet.
Other members
of the women’s team
to qualify for PSACs are Charlotte Drozda, Holly Stein and
Breanna Purnell.
Schrecengost is seeded first
in the 200-meter freestyle and
is looking for a big performance in that race.
“The 200 has always been
my favorite event,” she said. “It’s
just in between that sprint and
distance event and I love going out and giving it all I have.
PSACs is one of the times I get
to race people who are going to
push me.”

One thing I’m looking forward
to is seeing them have fun
because of the way
they have worked.
— Chris Rhodes,
Head Swim Coach
good meet. Micah Cattell, Josh
Beabout, Luke Fredrick, and
Justin Ransel were among the
names.
“We have a lot of quality guys,
if they can just swim up to their
potential then we’re looking at
top eight out of them and maybe even some all-conference
performances,” Rhodes said.
A big name on the women’s
side is Staci Schrecengost, who
qualified individually in five
events.
“I am going into PSACs with

By Becca Martin
Contributing Writer

The Edinboro University
Athletic Department held its
26th Annual Scholar-Athlete
Honors Banquet on Thursday at the Van Houten Dining
Hall, sponsored by the PSECU
and the APSCUF. The event
recognized all athletes who
have maintained a
cumulative grade
point average of
3.0 or better at
Edinboro University.
Todd Jay, associate director
of athletics and
MC of the honors
banquet, started
the night with
opening remarks,
stating he “cannot
be more proud of the student-athletes.”
This year, 176 scholar-athletes were honored for their
academic achievements, six
shy of tying the all-time high
set last year with 182 honorees. All were recognized for
their work ethic and dedication in academics over their
years at Edinboro.
Meghan Kelly, of the women’s soccer team, was also recognized for receiving the Capital One First Team Academic

All-American Award.
Cody Harris, the sole sixthyear-scholar-athlete, balanced
playing football while continuously maintaining a 3.0 grade
point average or better during
his collegiate career.
“When balancing academics and athletics you definitely
have to prioritize your schedule,” he said. “There are times

cross country and track and
field runner, applauded the
university for highlighting
student-athlete’s
academic
achievements.
“It’s always an honor to attend the banquet,” she said.
“It feels good that the university recognizes the hard work
of us athletes who work hard
not only in our sport, but also
in the classroom.
It has been a great
tradition to be a
part of.”
The best-represented team was
the women’s lacrosse team, who
had 16 of its 19
players
named
scholar-athletes.
Dr. Nathan P.
Ritchie, dean of college of sciences and
health professions and vice
president for strategic initiatives, was this year’s featured
guest speaker.
Dr. Roy Shinn, Edinboro’s
NCAA faculty representative,
loved the turnout at the event.
“I am delighted to have so
many people here to see the
quality of student-athletes we
have,” he said.
“The more faculty we can get
exposed to these kids and some
of their achievements is good
for everyone.”

It feels good that the university
recognizes the hard work of us
athletes who work hard
not only in our sport,
but also in the classroom.
— Emily Ahrens, Scholar-Athlete
when you have to put athletics
on hold and put your education
first. Both of these go hand in
hand as one feeds off the other
and motivates you to stay successful. Athletics give you the
motivation to press forward
with your academic future.”
Athletes were asked to bring
a faculty member they felt had
an impact on their academic
success, bringing the total attendance over 230.
Emily Ahrens, a four-yearscholar-athlete and women’s
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Indiana (Pa.) out rebounds Boro, wins 91-81
Lindsay
reaches rare
air in loss

By Tyler Trumbauer
Sports Editor

After defeating Slippery
Rock on Feb. 11, avenging an
early-season loss, Edinboro
looked to do the same on Saturday against Indiana (Pa.).
Unfortunately for the Scots,
the Crimson Hawks had other
plans. IUP had five players in
double-figures and dominated
Boro (17-7, 14-6 PSAC) on the
boards in a 91-81 victory on
Fighting Scots Fighting Cancer
Day in McComb Fieldhouse,
sweeping the season series.
“You can’t give up 91 points.
That’s on our defense,” head
coach Stan Swank said.
“If you give up 91 points, you
aren’t winning many basketball
games. We struggled defensively. It is not a shock. They
killed us on the boards. Defensive boards. It is the blue collar
stuff.”
Despite being outrebounded
38-23 and 22-13 on the defensive glass, Edinboro’s offense
kept the ladies in the game for

most of the contest.
After a Laurel Lindsay layup
brought the score to 12-11 in favor of Indiana (Pa.) with 13:51
left in the first half, the Crimson
Hawks rattled of a quick 10-0
scoring run in the next 2:04 of
game time.
Indiana (Pa.) would control
the rest of the first period as
the closest Edinboro got was
five points, on two different
occasions, including the halftime difference after a jumper
from senior Val Majewski with
21 seconds remaining made it
41-36 heading into the locker
room.
The Scots struggled in the
first 20 minutes of play as junior Aignee’ Freeland struggled
mightily from the start. The forward/center went 1-4 from the
floor, 0-2 from the free throw
line, snagged only one rebound
and managed two points in 11
minutes.
The lone bright spot of the
first half was Lindsay’s assist to
Majewski right before the break
as it was the 500th of her career.
That dish made her the first
Fighting Scot to ever have at
least 1,000 points, 500 rebounds
and 500 assists in their career
and also just the third player
in PSAC history to achieve the
feat.

“I mean it is cool,” Lindsay
said, modestly referring to the
achievement. “It just means
that I’m old. It is a good accomplishment. Individual accomplishments, to me, are more like
team accomplishments. You
don’t get assists if someone else
isn’t scoring.”
Swank had nothing but
praise for his graduate guard.
“That’s an absolutely amazing accomplishment,” he said.
“For only three people to ever
do that in the history of the
conference, and how many
great players have played, it is
absolutely amazing for her to
accomplish that.”
Edinboro opened up the second half on a 7-2 scoring run,
capped off by a Lauren Hippo
three-pointer - she led Boro
with 30 points in the contest
- which knotted the game at
43 apiece early in the second
frame.
Other than another tie, at
46 all with 17 minutes left, that
is all the closest Edinboro got
to another lead as the Crimson Hawks utilized their great
shooting and aggressive rebounding to seal the victory.
“They are a great shooting
team,” Swank said about IUP.
“They shoot 45 percent from
the field. You got to step up on

them. I think that is why they
struggle with Cal because Cal
gets in your face. We really don’t
get in people’s faces defensively.
If they can get around a screen
and get an open shot, they are
great shooters.”
The loss all but eliminated Edinboro’s possibility of
getting a top-two seed in the
PSAC western division and a
first-round postseason bye. The
Scots will likely finish fourth,
and cannot finish worse than
fourth, which gives Boro a firstround home game on Feb. 28.
Before the playoffs commence, the ladies host the
University of Pitt-Johnston on
Wednesday night in the regular-season finale at 5:30 p.m.
E-mail: sports.spectator@gmail.
com
Twitter: @tylertrumbauer
Box Score

INDIANA (PA.) 91, EDINBORO 81
INDIANA (PA.) (21-2,17-2 PSAC W)
STONER, Ashley 11-17 2-2 24; MATHE,
Marita 6-10 4-5 20; STAPLETON, Leslie 5-11 2-2 16; STAMP, Lindsay 7-12
0-0 14; BROOKS, Zhane 5-10 0-2 10;
FAIRMAN, Amy 2-3 0-0 4; WAREHAM,
Marina 1-1 0-0 3; SMITH, Megan 0-0
0-0 0; BURTON,
Lisa 0-0 0-0 0; AIKEN, Alexis 0-1 0-0
0. Totals 37-65 8-11 91.
EDINBORO (17-7,14-6 PSAC W)
HIPPO, Lauren 10-13 4-5 30; LIND-

Contributed Photo: Edinboro Sports Information

Despite a 30-point performance from Lauren Hippo
(above), Edinboro fell to Indiana (Pa.), 91-81, Saturday.
SAY, Laurel 8-18 3-3 20; MAJEWSKI,
Valerie 7-15 2-2 17; RIABCHENKO Anastasia 2-2 0-0 4; FREELAND, Aignee’
1-5 1-4 3; JOHNSON, Nicole 1-4 1-2
3; MOORE, Maggie 1-3 0-2 2; ALLEN,
Whitney 1-1 0-0 2; BOWEN, Alexis 0-0
0-0 0. Totals 31-61 11-18 81.
Indiana (Pa.)................. 41 50 - 91

Edinboro...................... 36 45 - 81
3-point goals--Indiana (Pa.) 9-18
(STAPLETON, Leslie 4-7; MATHE,
Marita 4-7; WAREHAM, Marina 1-1;
STAMP, Lindsay 0-2; STONER, Ashley
0-1), Edinboro 8-16 (HIPPO, Lauren
6-9; MAJEWSKI, Valerie 1-4; LINDSAY,
Laurel 1-3).

Redshirt-freshman, Mason, earns PSAC West Freshman of Week honors for fifth time
By Tyler Trumbauer
Sports Editor

Edinboro men’s basketball made its name
known this weekend after upsetting nationally-ranked Indiana (Pa.) in overtime.
Someone who already is a household
name?
Jaymon
Mason.
The redshirt-freshman was named the
PSAC Western Division Freshman of the
Week on Monday. This is the fifth time

this season Mason has received the honor.
The General McLane product averaged 20.5
points per game, eight rebounds and four assists in the Scots’ two games this past week.
Boro went 1-1 in those contests, losing to
Slippery Rock 75-64 on Feb. 11 and defeating
Indiana (Pa.), 79-77, in overtime, on Saturday.
In the loss to SRU, Mason scored 17
points and pulled down seven rebounds
while dropping a team-high 24 markers, a career-high nine rebounds and ty-

ing a career-high with six assists in the
upset victory over the Crimson Hawks.
The Edinboro native has reached double-figures in scoring in 20 of Edinboro’s 24 contests
this season, which includes a steak of six consecutive games and in ten of the last 11 games.
Mason ranks second on the team in scoring,
behind Henri Wade-Chatman, who is second
in the PSAC in scoring. He also ranks 13th
in the conference in scoring, averaging 14.4
points per game as of Feb. 17. He sits sixth in

Win

From B1
ing a great team like that is just
a great feeling.”
The General McLane product flirted with a double-double
as he turned in one of his best
performances of the season,
pulling down nine rebounds,
while dishing out six assists to
zero turnovers in 44 minutes of
play.
IUP senior point guard
Devante Chance, a preseason
first team all-PSAC selection
who is among the top assist
men in the nation (5.9 per
game), scored 18 points with
six assists and five boards, playing all 45 minutes in the loss.
“With Jaymon, it kind of
never feels like he’s a freshman.
We’ve got to kind of remind
ourselves of that,” Cleary said.
“He is very, very good and I
think sometimes we kind of
let our expectations get a little
ahead of ourselves, but he is
only a freshman.”
Despite the Scots traditional
scoring leader and the PSAC’s
second leading scorer in junior
guard Henri Wade-Chatman
being limited to eight points
in the win, Edinboro’s bench
came to the rescue.
Sophomore reserve guard
Sheldon Brogdon shot 5-10

the PSAC in free throw percentage, boasting a
85.8 percentage from the foul line this season.
Mason drained two critical free throws
with 3.5 seconds left in regulation of Saturday’s contest to give Edinboro a three-point
lead before Indiana (Pa.)’s Jeremy Jeffers
buzzer beating three-pointer tied the game.
e-mail: sports.spectator@gmail.com
Twitter: @tylertrumbauer

from the floor, 3-6 from long
range and made all three of his
free throw attempts to compile
16 points in 27 minutes, while
junior backup center Tommy
Scales tallied 15 points to go
along with a pair of rebounds
and three blocks in 23 minutes.
“We all put in great work the
last two days of practice and
this was a good team win that
we needed,” Mason said. “We
all contributed. We can all feel
good about ourselves.”
After Edinboro jumped out
to a 4-0 lead, IUP would ride
an 11-4 run to grab an 11-8
advantage within the opening
eight minutes before the Scots
led 33-31 at halftime.
In a first half that featured
just 12 total foul calls and eight
free throw attempts, Cleary
knew right off the bat that the
officiating crew would let each
team display its physicality.
“I thought once the guys realized that the whistles weren’t
going to go in our direction we
kind of quit looking for them,”
Cleary said. “We just kept it
simple and we did what we
needed to do.”
Edinboro owned a 14-6 edge
on the offensive glass that resulted in outscoring its opponent 14-4 on second chance
points.
“We know that if we get

down to it we can fight with
anybody, we can compete with
anybody and we can out physical anybody,” Mason said.
“We’ve just got to get ready for
the next one.”
Edinboro hosts Pitt-Johnstown in its regular season finale at McComb Fieldhouse
on Wednesday, Feb. 25. Seniors
Casey Baker and Sam SealyJames will be honored on Senior Night for the Fighting
Scots. That game tips off at 7:30
p.m.
Box Score

EDINBORO 79, INDIANA (PA.) 77
INDIANA (PA.) (20-5,14-5 PSAC W)
UGBEDE, Daddy 10-14 6-6 26;
CHANCE, Devante 7-14 2-2 18; JEFFERS, Jeremy 5-10 1-2 15; DYER,
Shawn 5-11 0-0 12; HANNER, Tevin
2-5 0-0 4; NORFLEET, Brandon 1-5 0-0
2; COTTRELL, Devon 0-1 0-0 0; YARDE
II, Cornell 0-2 0-0 0.
Totals 30-62 9-10 77.
EDINBORO (12-12,9-11 PSACW)
MASON, Jaymon 8-20 5-7 24; BROGDON, Sheldon 5-10 3-3 16; SCALES,
Tommy 6-8 3-4 15; WADE-CHATMAN,
Henri 3-11 0-0 8; BAKER, Casey 2-5
2-2 6; SEALY-JAMES, Sam 3-7 0-0 6;
MARROW, Will 2-5 0-2 4; BECK, Mike
0-0 0-0 0; LEE YAW, Quinn
0-1 0-0 0. Totals 29-67 13-18 79.
Indiana (Pa.)................. 31 39
7
- 77
Edinboro...................... 33 37
9
- 7-9
3-point goals--Indiana (Pa.) 8-18 (JEFFERS, Jeremy 4-7; CHANCE, Devante
2-6; DYER, Shawn 2-5), Edinboro 8-24
(MASON, Jaymon 3-9; BROGDON,
Sheldon 3-6; WADE-CHATMAN, Henri
2-8; MARROW, Will 0-1).

Contributed Photo: Edinboro Sports Information

Sophomore guard Sheldon Brogdon, (above), scored 16 points off the bench in Saturday’s 79-77 OT upset win over Indiana (Pa.) on Fighting Scots Fighting Cancer Day.
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Scots split at Illinois tournament
By Tyler Trumbauer
Sports Editor

After going 1-2 at the CID
Tournamet in McComb Fieldhoue earlier this month the
wheelchair basketball team was
looking to rebound this past
weekend at the University of
Illinois Tournament.
The Scots had to settle for a
2-2 ledger.
Boro split its four games
during the two-day tournament in Champaign, Illinois.,
on Friday and Saturday, defeating the University of Illinois
women’s team and Southwest
Minnesota State while falling
to the University of Illinois
men’s team and Missouri.
Jim Glatch’s group opened it
up with a narrow 44-36 loss to
the Illini, who the Scots faced
just one week earlier in the CID
Tournament. Boro was down
early, but fought back ending
the game on a 7-0 scoring run
that turned out to be too little,
too late.
“The beginning of the game
was a lot like the last game,”
Glatch said in a phone interview Sunday afternoon. “Illinois had their way with us. After a couple timeouts, the guys
got it together and really it was
from the defensive side. We
got a few turnovers and a lot
of stops. We forced them into
some quick shots and we were
able to convert them.
“We got to within five and
we thought we had a shot there
at the end, but that was when
I think we ran out of gas. We
were fighting back the whole
game,” he continued.
To earn its first win of the
tournament, Edinboro used a
second-half surge to cruise to a
55-31 victory over the University of Illinois women’s team.
Another big push in the
final frame earned the Fighting Scots their final victory of

the tournament, 52-43, over
Southwest Minnesota State.
Boro trailed 16-15 at the break,
but shot 58.6 percent from the
floor in the final 20 minutes of
play to earn the victory. Shane
Knox, a newcomer this semester to the squad, led the team in
scoring, tallying 20 markers in
the contest.
“Shane is really the fifth
threat on the court, but I think
they just forgot about him,”
Glatch said of Southwest Minnesota State. “The last time we
played them, he had 10 points.
He converted his shots.”
Edinboro finished the weekend with a 49-25 loss at the
hands of Missouri. The Scots
have lost all three meetings to
the Tigers this season.
Boro’s 2-2 ledger over the
weekend brings its season record to 12-18 overall on the
season with a few more games
left before the national tournament. The 12 win total means a
lot to the team.
“Our big goal this season is
to try and match the win total
of the last three years,” Glatch
said. “We’ve had a few pretty
down years for us recently. The
number 13 is a magic number
for us as it will match the total
number of wins we’ve had the
last three years combined.”
The Scots will look to match
that figure as they visit Pittsburgh this Saturday.
Box Scores

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 44, EDINBORO UNIVERSITY OF PA 36
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
Nik Goncin 7-10 4-4 18; Neiswender
4-12 4-8 12; Derek Hoot 4-7 0-0 8;
Martinez Johnson 1-4 0-0 2; Nick
Weiss 1-7 0-0 2; Patrick Tomic 1-4
0-0 2; Makara Nong 0-1 0-0 0;
Michael Mitchell 0-0 0-0 0; Tyler
Brinkman 0-1 0-0 0; Tim Nagel 0-4
0-0 0; Ryan Juguan 0-2 0-0 0. Totals
18-52 8-12 44.
EDINBORO UNIVERSITY OF PA
Blake Rush 5-15 1-2 11; Mike Adams
3-7 0-0 7; Shane Knox 3-3 0-0 6; Ayuba Alli 2-7 1-2 5; Derek Strickland 2-3
1-2 5; David Hix 1-2 0-0 2; Isaiah
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Junior Derek Stricland (above) and the Boro wheelchair
basketball team went 2-2 at the Illinois Tournament.
Moore 0-6 0-0 0; Redell King 0-1 0-0
0. Totals 16-44 3-6 36.
University of Illinois........29 15 - 44
Edinboro University........16 20 - 36
3-point goals--University of Illinois 0-4
(Nik Goncin 0-2; Neiswender 0-2),
Edinboro University of PA 1-2 (Mike
Adams 1-1; Ayuba Alli 0-1).
EDINBORO UNIVERSITY OF PA 55,
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS WOMEN 31
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS WOMEN
Zeman 4-10 0-2 8; Blunk 3-7 0-0 6;
Freeman 2-9 2-4 6; Gaeng 3-8 0-2
6; Eaton 1-3 0-0 2; Gruss 1-4 0-2 2;
Young 0-0 1-2 1; Morrison 0-3 0-2 0.
Totals 14-44 3-14 31.
EDINBORO UNIVERSITY OF PA
Blake Rush 8-13 0-0 16; Isaiah
Moore 5-8 0-0 10; Derek Strickland
4-5 0-0 8; Ayuba Alli 3-7 0-0 7; Mike
Adams 2-7 2-2 6; David Hix 2-2 0-0
4; Shane Knox 1-1 0-0 2; Redell King
1-3 0-0 2. Totals 26-46 2-2 55.
University of Illinois W....17 14 - 31
Edinboro University........21 34 - 55
3-point goals--University of Illinois
Women 0-0 (None), Edinboro University of PA 1-3 (Ayuba Alli 1-1; Mike
Adams 0-2).
EDINBORO UNIVERSITY OF PA 52,
SOUTHWEST MINNESOTA STATE 43
EDINBORO UNIVERSITY OF PA
Shane Knox 10-15 0-2 20; Mike
Adams 5-10 0-0 11; Ayuba Alli 4-9
1-2 9; Blake Rush 2-7 1-2 5; Isaiah
Moore 2-4 1-2 5; Derek Strickland

1-5 0-0 2. Totals 24-50 3-8 52.
SOUTHWEST MINNESOTA STATE
David Eujen 9-17 3-6 21; David Nelson 3-7 0-0 8; Hunter Gronli 4-8 0-2
8; Dominic Saia 2-10 0-0 4; Raymone
Brown 1-4 0-0 2; Steve Eischern 0-2
0-0 0; BJ Bonmon 0-2 0-0 0. Totals
19-50 3-8 43.
Edinboro University........15 37 - 52
Southwest Minn. St. ......16 27 - 43
3-point goals--Edinboro University of
PA 1-3 (Mike Adams 1-2; Ayuba Alli
0-1), Southwest Minnesota State 2-4
(David Nelson 2-4).
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 49, EDINBORO UNIVERSITY OF PA 25
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
Brockman 7-11 0-0 14; Bohnett 3-6
1-2 7; Lindsay 3-6 0-0 6; Lucas 3-5
0-0 6; Dixon 2-5 2-2 6; Whittney 2-3
0-0 4; Arey 2-5 0-0 4; Walker 1-2 0-0
2; Moore 0-1 0-0 0; Bollig 0-3 0-0 0;
Linsky 0-0 0-0 0; McCormick 0-0 0-0
0. Totals 23-47 3-4 49.
EDINBORO UNIVERSITY OF PA
Isaiah Moore 2-10 2-2 6; Ayuba Alli
2-5 0-0 5; Blake Rush 2-9 0-2 4;
Redell King 1-3 0-0 2; Mike Adams
1-8 0-0 2; David Hix 1-3 0-0 2; Shane
Knox 1-1 0-0 2; Derek Strickland 1-2
0-0 2. Totals 11-41 2-4 25.
University of Missouri.....25 24 - 49
Edinboro University.........11 14 - 25
3-point goals--University of Missouri
0-1 (; Arey 0-1), Edinboro University
of PA 1-3 (Ayuba Alli 1-2; Mike Adams
0-1).

Distance medley relay sets
school record at GVSU Big Meet
The women’s indoor track and field team took to the road
to compete in two of the biggest meets in the nation. The
Grand Valley State University Big Meet was held in the Kelly
Family Sports Center on Grand Valley’s campus and showcased teams from every level of collegiate competition.
The GVSU Big Meet was split into two different meets to
comply with an NCAA rule change.
Having to hit a qualifying mark to be allowed to partake
in the meet, Edinboro showed up with their best to take on
the stiff competition.
“This is a great meet that brings in a lot of talented athletes,” head coach Anne Carlson said. “It’s great competition
for our athletes. It’s also nice that we have one last meet to get
ready for the conference meet.”
The highlight of the weekend featured the distance medley relay team. Rebekkah Bond, Brianne Dietrich, Allison
Gibbens and Kasey Jones not only hit a provisional time of
11:54.69, but broke the school record in the process. They
finished sixth out of 14 other relay teams.
Carlson applauded the unit and the relays as a whole.
“The relays always run fast,” she said. “Our DMR had a
huge season best and moved way up on the national list.”
Not only was the time a season best, it also is a new school
record.
The running events started off with the 5,000 meter run,
which Edinboro’s famous distance program was represented
by with five of their athletes. The first Boro finisher was Sarah Krolick, placing 48th out of 121 other runners with a time
of 18:00.59. Not far behind was teammate Emily Ahrens who
took 53rd with a time of 18:04.19. Megan Maffett and Anna
Hosl finished back to back taking 60th and 61st place with
times of 18:11.55 and 18:13.64, respectively. Emma Sullivan
also finished for Boro with a time of 18:32.47, taking 75th.
“We go there for a good 5k for our distance team and all
five ran conference qualifying times,” Carlson said.
Gibbens earned another top-10 finish in the 800 meter
run. Her time of 2:18.17 was enough to get her ninth out of
83 runners.
The action kept going while Jones took 15th out of 30 in
the 3,000 meter run with a time of 9:59.63.
Dietrich ran to 18th place in the 60 meter dash with a time
of 7.93.
On Feb. 21, the Scots head to Kent State for the Kent State
Tune Up Meet before competing in the PSAC Championships, which are hosted by Edinboro on Feb. 28 and March 1
in the Mike S. Zafirovski Sports & Recreation Dome.
“Next week we look to accomplish two things, for athletes
not qualified for conference this is their last chance. For athletes that are already qualified we are just looking to sharpen
up before the PSACs,” Carlson said.
-Charles Ivey
e-mail: sports.spectator@gmail.com

Edinboro tennis teams warm-up for upcoming spring season
Remaining 2015
Men’s tennis Schedule
Home matches in bold

Sat., Feb. 21 vs. West Liberty, 7 p.m.*
Fri., Feb. 27 vs.
Lake Superior State, noon
Sat., Feb. 28 at Le Moyne, TBA
Fri., March 6 at Bluefield State, TBA
Sun., March 8 vs. Armstrong State, TBA#
Mon., March 9 vs.
Newberry College, TBA#
Tue., March 10 vs.
Palm Beach Atlantic, TBA#
Wed., March 11 vs.
Michigan Tech, TBA#
Thu., March 12 vs.
Florida Institute of Tech., TBA#
Fri., March 13 vs.
Univ. of Charleston, TBA#
Fri., March 20 vs. Univ. of
District of Colombia, 4 p.m.
Sat., March 21 vs. Millersville, 7 p.m.
Sun., March 22 vs. West Chester, 11
a.m.
Fri., March 3 at Bloomsburg, 2 p.m.
Sat., March 4 at Kutztown, TBA
Mon., March 6 at Fairmont State, noon
Tue., April 7 vs. Mercyhurst, 3 p.m.
Mon., April 13 vs.
Roberts Wesleyan, 3 p.m.
* Match at Westwood
Racquet Club in Erie
# Matches part of Spring
Tennis Fest in Hilton Head Island, S.C.

By Tyler Trumbauer
Sports Editor

Snow boots are a daily must
and the actual temperature failed
to elude sub-zero digits on Sunday.
However, Edinboro will be
playing tennis on Saturday.
The Boro men’s and women’s
tennis teams are gearing up for
act two of the 2014-15 season,
which commences for the men’s
team on Saturday and on Feb. 27
for the women’s squad.
Both squads enter the spring
portion of the season with 1-1
records. The women’s team saw
three of its matches from the
fall be canceled due to weather,
which are unlikely to be made
up, according to head men’s and
women’s tennis coach Lee Underwood.
When the Scots take the court
in the coming days, they will have
a little bit of a new look.
“On the women’s side I brought
in a girl from Serbia. Her name is
Marija Tmusic,” Underwood said.
“I think she is really going to help
strengthen us up. We are going
to be deeper for women’s tennis
than we have ever been since I’ve
been here. “
It’s not just the women’s team
that will be featuring some new
faces.
“I brought in a Brazilian, Vitor
Albanese. He is one of my top

players here,” Underwood said.
“We are going to be a lot stronger
overall.”
In addition to Albanese, Daniel Fernandez Galimany will be
participating in matches with the
men’s team. The freshman from
Costa Rica was with the team in
the fall, but was not cleared in
time to compete in matches.
Underwood said that he hopes
the newcomers will blend well
with the key returners such as
Oranza Carillo and Julia Hellstern for the women’s team as well
as Matias Aignasse and Anmol
Sandhu for the men.
The third-year coach articulated very similar goals for both
teams.
“One is to make the PSAC
tournament,” he said. “The girls
have not made the tournament…
while the men have made it from
my second-year on here. For the
men, another goal is to not just
make the PSAC tournament, but
to win the tournament. Finally,
the goal is to make the NCAA
tournament. The guys’ have a little farther reaching goal as they
made the round of 16 last year, so
we’d like to win the regional and
get out to Surprise, Arizona, in
May.”
The men’s team advancing to
the round of 16 a year ago gives
this year’s squad some experience, but it also might have created an attitude that Underwood is

trying to reel in.
“The biggest thing right now is
me trying to keep everyone humble,” Underwood admitted.
“They’re looking too far ahead,
so I’ve tried to step back a little
bit. Obviously, our next obstacle
is West Liberty, who we are going
to play on Feb. 21, and they are
very, very good. If I was a betting
man, I wouldn’t be betting anything because it’s going to be a
50-50 match.”
Another addition to Boro tennis is Alex Bush, who was hired
over the winter break as the new
assistant coach. She was a former
standout at Cleveland State.
She, along with Underwood,
are trying to improve the Scots’
biggest area of weakness, their
doubles play.
“We are trying to improve in
doubles,” Underwood said. “We
felt as though that was our weak
suit last year and we are trying to
improve on that. We’ve got better
skill sets to make that happen, but
unfortunately none of our doubles partners will be the same this
year as they were last year. So we
are going to be getting some new
partners and I hope that learning
curve is going to be quick.”
The men’s team opens up with
West Liberty on Saturday at 7
p.m. at the Westwood Racquet
Club in Erie. The women kick
things off on Feb. 27 by battling
Lake Superior State.

Remaining 2015
Women’s tennis Schedule
Home matches in bold

Fri., Feb. 27 vs.
Lake Superior State, noon
Sat., Feb. 28 at Le Moyne, TBA
Fri., March 6 at Bluefield State, TBA
Mon., March 9 vs. Newberry, TBA#
Tue., March 10 vs.
Palm Beach Atlantic, TBA#
Wed., March 11 vs.
Michigan Tech, TBA#
Thur., March 12 vs.
Florida Institute of Tech., TBA#
Sat., March 14 vs.
Northwood Univ. (MI), TBA#
Wed., March 18 at Walsh (OH), 2 p.m.
Tue., March 24 vs.
California (PA), 2 p.m.
Thu., March 26 vs.
Slippery Rock, 2 p.m.
Sat., March 28 at
Univ. of Charleston, 3:30 p.m.
Tue., March 31 at Clarion, 2 p.m.
Mon., April 6 at Fairmont State, noon
Tue., April 7 vs. Mercyhurst, 3 p.m.
Fri., April 10 at Seton Hill, 2 p.m.
Mon., April 13 vs.
Roberts Wesleyan, 3 p.m.
Thu., April 16 at Indiana (Pa.), 4 p.m.
# Matches part of Spring
Tennis Fest in Hilton Head Island, S.C.

Five Fighting Scot wrestlers ranked in second NCAA Coaches’ Panel Poll
By Tyler Trumbauer
Sports Editor

Contributed Photo: Edinboro Sports Information

Dave Habat (above) is the top-ranked wrestler at 149.

For most, the collegiate wrestling season is all about what happens at the NCAA
Championships in March.
A sign that the championship is drawing
near is the release of the 2nd NCAA coaches’ panel rankings.
Five Fighting Scots were named in the
rankings, which were released on Friday.
The rankings list 33 wrestlers per weight
class and the final rankings determine the
qualifiers for the NCAA Division I National
Championships, which will be held March
19-21 at the Scottrade Center in St. Louis.
Kory Mines is ranked 15th at 125 lbs.,
Mitchell Port is second at 141 lbs., Dave Ha-

bat is first at 149 lbs., Pat Jennings is 29th
at 174 lbs., and Vic Avery is ranked 14th at
184 lbs.
Redshirt-senior A.J. Schopp, who has
been sidelined for the last month due to an
injury, fell out of the rankings at 133 lbs.
Schopp was ranked second in the first set
of rankings, but is ineligible to be ranked
as one must have wrestled against Division
I opponents within the last 30 days to be
considered.
Port and Avery held their positions from
the initial rankings. Mines fell from 13th,
while Jennings and Habat moved up the
rankings. Jennings went from 30th to 29th
while Habat went from second to first at 149
lbs. Port lost to the top-ranked wreslter at
141, Logan Stieber of Ohio State on Sunday

during the Edinboro-OSU EAS Nutrition/
NWCA Mat Mayhem duals by a 6-3 decision.
For the rankings each wrestler is measured by winning percentage, rating percentage index and coaches’ rankings. Those
rankings are done by a vote of coaches representing each qualifying tournament.
The third set of rankings will be released
at the end of the month, right before the
beginning of conference championships,
which take place for most at the end of Feb.
or in the first week of March. The EWL
Championships are Saturday, March 7 and
are hosted by Rider Unviersity in Lawrenceville, N.J.
e-mail: sports.spectator@gmail.com
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What to do if you have roommate problems
By Lindsey Sheen
Copy Editor

College is a time for new adventures, socializations and surroundings. Most adults will tell you that your college years will be
the best time of your life, the people you meet there will one day
be in your wedding and those lifelong friendships will withstand
everything.
That may be true; college can definitely be the best time of your
life, if you make it that way. New students must learn to adjust
to different sleep schedules, classes, food, being away from home
and most importantly, people. The toughest modification for most
college freshmen may quite honestly be, living with a roommate.
There is a huge amount of people who enter into college at the
same time you do. Each person has a unique background that is
different than your own. For example, some students may have
siblings or could be an only child. Some may have parents who are
divorced or who are happily married. Others may have lived with
a grandparent their whole life or, unfortunately, could have raised
themselves all on their own. Whatever the scenario, the fact is, it’s
a huge transition to just up and live with someone new, especially
if you have never had a roommate before.
Luckily, there are some tactics that can help if you aren’t having
a pleasant encounter with your roommate.
According to an article on Greatist.com, dealing with roommates that are hard to live with such as, “the antisocialist” may be
easier to handle than you think.
“Allow the roommate some space, but kindly invite him or her
into conversation every once in a while. Try suggesting books, articles or movies you can watch together. But don’t feel rejected if
turned down…avoid trash-talking the roommate to your pals,” the
website said.
No matter what type of roommate you live with, the night owl,
the sex maniac, the dirt bag or even the stress case, there are similar solutions you can use to try to make college a happy time for
you.
The nice thing about Edinboro is there are different living setups on campus. There are traditional dorms like Rose and Earp
Hall, but there are also eight other residential buildings known as
the Highlands. The Highlands are really nice because you can live
with up to one or three other people and in certain cases you can
still have a room to yourself.
However, just because there are different living arrangements,
that doesn’t always mean that situations with your roommate are
going to be blissful.
Kaitlin McMahon, a senior at Edinboro, had a rough experience
with one roommate in particular when she first transferred here a
couple of years ago. Her suite was set up where she had lived with

Photo: Tracy Geibel

Some students struggle to find a roommate or suitemate that they are compatible with.
three other girls, but was fortunate enough to have her own room.
There was one girl who she and her other roommates did not get
along with.

The best thing to do is to try to confront the person. Even if talking it out
doesn’t solve everything, it’s better
than not saying anything at all.
Dealing with Roommates
“She would be up until three in the morning sometimes and
would always be so loud and invite people over and basically party
all night, while the rest of us were trying to sleep,” McMahon said.
McMahon tried to confront her about it, and when that didn’t
work, she would leave her roommate notes, explaining what was
bothering her. Unfortunately, her roommate did not seem to care

enough to change her ways and her RA did not have a solution
for her.
Therefore, McMahon ended up spending as much time out of
her room as possible, so she wouldn’t be bothered. Although she
did not spend a lot of time in her room, she was still able to focus
on her schoolwork, be a part of a sorority and find time to spend
with her friends. In the end it all has worked out for her.
Another senior at Edinboro, Marie had a roommate her sophomore year in the Highlands that she struggled to live with. Her
roommate was constantly using her belongings without asking.
Marie said that she would “kill her with kindness” to try to get her
to stop taking what didn’t belong to her.
“The best thing to do is to try to confront the person. Even if
talking it out doesn’t solve everything... it’s better than not saying
anything at all,” Marie said.
There are additional solutions such as, setting boundaries, trying to see situations from that person’s point of view or just avoiding them at all costs. Nevertheless, always remember college can be
the best years of your life, so make it worthwhile and as memorable
as can be.

Meet the Writers
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The New York Fashion week enters ‘another chapter.’

New York Fashion week 2015 has an ever-evolving style
By Sara Bauknecht
MCT Campus

Once upon a time, New York Fashion
Week was synonymous with Bryant Park:
Only the upper echelon of the industry got
invited, and the rest found out about the
trends inside the tents from the pages of
magazines.
But that was then. In the past five years,
Fashion Week has moved uptown to Lincoln Center, many designers have expanded their lists of who gets past the velvet
ropes to include influencers in the digital
media realm, and off-shoots of Fashion
Week have cropped up across New York
City.
Heading into 2015, the twice-a-year
fashion affair is about to enter yet another chapter. When the runway shows previewing looks for fall/winter 2015 kick off
on Thursday (Feb. 12) for a week, it will
be the final time those under the umbrella of Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week will
be headquartered at Lincoln Center on
Manhattan’s Upper West Side. After this
month’s shows, Mercedes-Benz also will
pull out as title sponsor for the tent shows,
and WME-IMG (the company that owns
Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week) is expected to buy MADE Fashion Week, a series
of shows in downtown Manhattan that
started about five years ago as an alternative venue during New York Fashion Week.
These have largely been for up-and-coming
designers to show their collections.
All the while, questions about New York
Fashion Week’s relevancy and who it really
should be for traditional media? bloggers?
celebrities? retailers? Continue to challenge
designers to think and rethink what a fashion show should be.
“Everything evolves. It’s the law of motion. New York Fashion Week is no exception,” Steven Kolb, chief executive officer of

the Council of Fashion Designers of America, told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette in an
email.
The departure from Lincoln Center was
prompted by a lawsuit filed by city park
advocates arguing that the 2.4-acre Damrosch Park space where the tents are erected should no longer host private vendors
and events. According to the New York
Daily News, the Bloomberg administration
allowed Lincoln Center to cut down trees
and uproot azalea beds to make room for
the temporary structures that housed the
runway shows. Before the suit, Fashion
Week would have been at Lincoln Center
until 2020.
There are plans for the Culture Shed
structure that’s part of the new Hudson
Yards development on Manhattan’s West
Side along the Hudson River eventually
to become the hub for New York Fashion
Week, Kolb says, but it’s still under construction. In the meantime, the search is on
for another centralized spot for the runway
shows come September.
“New York Fashion Week is bigger than
just the 60 shows at Lincoln Center. In total, there are almost 350 shows,” Kolb says.
“The strength of New York Fashion Week
moving forward should be built in creating
a unified group of shows under New York
Fashion Week that reflects the vitality of
the industry and the city.”
But even before the boot from Lincoln
Center, some designers have been pursuing
new locations for their shows whether it be
for financial reasons, disenchantment with
what some have described as a “circus” or
“trade show” vibe inside the tents or just
for the chance to try something different.
“I think that New York Fashion Week
has definitely become more about the individual brands trying to express their
unique story,” says Jimmy Lepore Hagan,

vice president of strategy for New York
City-based designer Nanette Lepore, a
native of Youngstown, Ohio. “I think that
brands have responded to the customer
demand for more narrative and more substance.”
Nanette Lepore “loved the idea of everybody being together” inside the tents, he
says, “but it has to make sense.” This season, the brand will present its runway show
at a new venue downtown in an attempt to
create an environment that better reflects it
and is more intimate for those who attend.
“We’re now looking at this as every season is an opportunity to reinvent what
we’re doing,” he says. “It’s a good challenge
for the brands to come up with something
unique.”
This spirit of innovation and imagination is what the industry is craving to
keep New York Fashion Week engaging _
both for insiders and those on the outside
watching it all unfold on blogs, live Web
streams and social media, says lifestyle reporter Patty Hughes. She’s a style contributor on the “Rachael Ray” talk show with
an extensive background in runway show
production, including years at work behind
the scenes at New York Fashion Week.
“You’ve got to keep the audiences entertained,” she says. “They want to see a little
more punch to it.”
And where will that next take New
York Fashion Week? For now, it’s anyone’s
guess. Last season alone, Ralph Lauren
and Opening Ceremony transformed their
presentations into a “4D” spectacle projected against a fountain on a lake in Central
Park and a play at the Metropolitan Opera
House, respectively. Or maybe New York
Fashion Week even has potential to be televised someday, Hagan says.
“At its core, New York Fashion Week is
still about selling creativity,” Kolb says.

Shaylee Dillen
Position: Staff Writer
Class: Sophomore, Class of 2017
Major: Journalism & Public Relations
Likes: Playing tennis, writing, shopping
and spending time with her friends.
Dislikes: Snow and being cold.
Before coming to Edinboro: She is from
Edinboro, and attended General McLane
High School.
Goals: To graduate on time, move some
place warm, and find a job working with
an online publication
Other Interesting Facts: She is a
commuter student and her mom works
on campus. She began her freshman
year studying social work, before
deciding to change her major.
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Students have fun despite the cold, indoors and outdoors
With freezing temperatures and snow piling up high, students are rarely seen walking
around campus for a leisurely stroll, taking road
trips or getting a game of volleyball started outside of the Highlands; it’s often too cold, too
snowy and too dangerous to do so.
With the kind of weather Edinboro is experiencing, students spend more time in their
dorms. Being in the dorms for so much time
can get boring and can cause tension between
roommates, but, from movie marathons and
making dinner, there are plenty of ways to avoid
the frigid temperatures, relieve tension and enjoy your time indoors.
You could use all that extra time to learn
something new, like learning how to knit or
sketching in a notebook — you might decide to
become an art major by the time this weather
clears.
Hercampus.com suggests making a wall
collage from all the fun times you’ve had with
friends. Reminiscing on the fun times will take
up time, giving you a break from your homework. If you gather ribbon, glow-in-the-dark
stars and other crafty materials, you can add
even more to your wall.
You might want to use this extra time to organize. When you are constantly going out, your
room can quickly become a mess, but since
winter weather keeps you inside, it can be an
opportunity to clean up. You can rearrange
your closet or organize your handouts, notes
and PowerPoint printouts from your classes.
Small plastic bins, file folders and an effective
labeling method can help with organization, according to education.seattlepi.com.
“Since you’ll need to study at some point, you
should consider organizing your desk to make
the area more comfortable and inviting,” the
website suggests.
As you organize, make sure to clean and sanitize your room, too. Clean up the pile of clothes
that has been getting higher or finally do your
laundry. Make a trip to Walmart on a relatively nice day to pick up some Pledge and Mr.
Clean products, so you can make your room the
cleanest on campus.
Additionally, the beginning of the spring
semester is the perfect opportunity for writers
and artists to organize their work into a portfolio. One day, future employers will want to see a
well-organized, professional-looking portfolio
and by starting now, you can work to ensure
that your portfolio will be just that.
Hercampus.com recommends starting a
blog. Choose something that interests you and
topics for posts will come easily. Websites like
wordpress.com and Tumblr make this process
simple and they are free for users to get started.
Learn something new. Memorize all the elements on the periodic table or study up on your
history and learn about the former presidents.
You could work ahead in your classes, read a
book or research a topic on your own; once you
get started, you could go anywhere with that research — write a paper, write a book.
Since going out with friends might not be
an option with road conditions, invite friends
over with the permission of your roommate and
suitemates, of course, and you can still have fun.
Even if you just watch a movie together, it can
be more enjoyable to do with friends than while
sitting alone in the dorm.

“You get to interact with each other, just hang
out,” sophomore and resident assistant, Sarah
Jacko said. “You are all just stuck there anyways,
so inviting friends over, you can talk about a
lot…and you’re not driving yourself crazy being stuck inside your dorm alone.”
You can play board games or cards. Getting
several friends or people on your floor to play
Cards Against Humanity can be a great way
to spend an evening indoors, Jacko suggested.
Playing some of your favorite childhood games
is what hercampus.com recommends.
With a group of people, use the kitchen areas
in the dorms to make dinner for an evening. If

By Mariah Corbett
Staff Writer

Living in Edinboro can feel like living in a
snow globe during the long, endless months of
winter.
Being close to number one in the country for
most snowfall means that all this snow is nothing new to Edinboro natives, but they must find
things to do outside in the winter when the area
is buried under 20 feet of snow.
To avoid a critical case of cabin fever, those
stuck in the snow can enjoy a bunch of outdoor
activities like skiing, snowboarding and tubing.
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it doesn’t work out, then you can always have
dinner delivered or bundle up to walk to the
on-campus options.
Students who like to play video games can
add to the fun by inviting people to join them
as well.
“A lot of people, just in this building, like
to play video games, and there’s tons of TVs,”
Jacko said, “so just bring your game consul out
and have a tournament with that.”
Students can similarly hold tournaments
playing pool or board games with friends and
hall mates.
Hercampus.com offers other ideas, too, like
rearranging the furniture, giving the room
a refreshing, new look. It may not seem like
much, but changing the environment can have
a real effect. And, if it doesn’t work, then you
can always put everything back where it first
was placed.
And, being active throughout the winter is
important, too. Going out to the gym is an option, but even if you stay in your dorm, you can
stay fit.
Students can start their own workout routines right inside their dorm. Get a group of
friends to try yoga, or simply do a few crunches
or push-ups. Hercampus.com suggests gathering a few friends together to learn a dance
routine. You can have fun and be healthy at the
same time.
Being inside your dorm doesn’t have to be
boring, there are countless ways to enjoy these
winter months indoors. Look for an article on
dorm games in next week’s issue.

Whenever you want to wake
up to a fresh cup of coffee, you
don’t need to walk all the way
across campus, drive to a coffee shop in town, or empty out
your wallet to do so.
Even by choosing and making more expensive brands of
coffee, students can still save
approximately $1 per day, according to lifehacker.com.
Even if you want to enjoy a
cup of ice coffee, you can make
it while staying inside your
warm, dry dorm room.
It will take some time, but
if you pour coffee into an ice
cube tray and allow the coffee
to freeze, you will have coffee
cubes to use in your ice coffee,
as lifehacks.org suggests.
Meanwhile, you can be
chilling the rest of the coffee
in the refrigerator, so it will be
cold.
By freezing the coffee, the
ice coffee won’t become watered down like it might with
regular ice cubes.
Some students also use a
Kuerig to make coffee and other hot beverages like tea and
hot chocolate. This can also
save money when compared to
Photo: Tracy Geibel buying coffee on a daily basis.

The only problem is that all of those fun, winter
sports cost money, something many college students lack. So how can college students embrace
the snow on a budget?
According to moneycrashers.com, some
of the best ways to spend the winter are both
cheap and easy. The site suggests things like
building a winter bonfire and making s’mores
with your friends to get through the long winter
nights. With subzero temperatures in the forecast, warming up with friends around a fire is a
great way to economically enjoy the outdoors
during winter.
The site also suggests snow painting. It’s super easy and budget friendly. You will need food
coloring and a spray bottle. Fill the spray bot-

tle with food coloring and water, before heading out to make the white winter wonderland a
more colorful place. After all, with all this snow,
Edinboro could use some color.
For the more active types who enjoy going
skiing and snowboarding, take a large group of
friends to add to the fun. Most ski resorts have
a group discount; if you can round up enough
people to hit the slopes with you. According to
Kathryn Carruba, a Pennsylvania native, skiing
can be either intense or relaxed, depending on
how you approach it.
“I love outdoor winter activities. They are
definitely worth the time to learn,” Carruba
said. “Skiing is relaxing but can also be a challenge if you choose to approach it that way. I
love feeling the icy air against my face and how
you can find hidden trails along the regular
runs. It’s just so much fun.”
Although she prefers summer activities,
Carruba enjoys an array of winter sports like
snowshoeing and snowboarding in addition to
skiing.
“It’s hard though to keep going because of the
expense. Best advice, get a season pass if you
plan on going more than five times; it’s definitely worth the splurge.”
Another individual who is no newbie to the
slopes is Katie Mouser. Having lived in snowy
Pennsylvania her whole life, she had to find
ways to survive the boredom winter can bring.
“Living in PA really challenges you to be
creative when it comes to the great outdoors
during winter,” Mouser said. “You get so sick
of the inside by the middle of January [that]
you want to scream, but there are only so many
things you can do when it’s negative thirty degrees outside.”
Mouse frequently visits Seven Spring to ski
and tube during the long months of winter, but
still enjoys being outside, even when she can’t
go to a resort.
“When you live in a frozen tundra, you have
to find ways to get outside or you’ll go crazy.
You don’t have to go to a ski resort to have fun
outside in the winter and you especially don’t
have to spend a lot of money. Just taking my dog
for a walk daily makes the winter seem more
bearable,” she said.
Living in a snow globe is something Edinboro residents have grown accustomed to, but
residents don’t have to hibernate to survive
these endless weeks of winter. Instead, make
plans with friends and get outside. It could be
the start of a great memory, one that you may
never forget .
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Cosmetics could cause health problems
By Shaylee Dillen &
Tracy Geibel

Staff Writer/Lifestyles Editor
If you’re a girl, you know the struggle and
the desire for fuller, longer eyelashes and more
shapely eyebrows; applying makeup becomes a
necessity in many girls’ morning routines.
Girls have quite a variety of makeup options,
but the effects of makeup and bad habits with
makeup can have lifelong effects on skin.
“Even the highest quality, most ‘natural’
makeup can wreak havoc on your skin and bad
makeup habits can be a sneaky culprit behind
some skin conditions,” according to healthyskinportal.com.
Cosmetics can have dangerous long-term effects, according
to
cancer.org.
There are few
long-term studies of cosmetics and much is
unknown about
the effects these
products might
have.
According
to cancer.org,
“Even when ingredients in cosmetics have been
tested, the results may not always be simple
or clear cut. For example, some ingredients in
cosmetics have been found to be toxic in large
amounts (or at high concentrations). But the
amounts of these ingredients used in cosmetics
are typically much lower than what caused ill
effects in studies.”
Additionally, research states that little is
known about the effects of mixing different
makeup products, and while cosmetics are often
tested to see the possibility of irritation and allergic reactions, even then, they are rarely checked

for short-term health effects. Yet, those shortterm problems are found quickly.
“Short-term health effects are likely to become
apparent once a product reaches the market and
is used widely,” stated cancer.org. “It is much
more difficult, however, to identify long-term
toxic or carcinogenic (cancer-causing) effects.”
Healthyskinportal.com recommends purchasing makeup with SPF to protect your face from
the sun, too, especially in the spring and summer
when the sun starts coming out again.
For those who are acne-prone, the site suggests avoiding products with ingredients like
lanolins, isopropyl myristate and red cosmetics.
Yet, one of the most important things when
wearing makeup is to take it off every now and
then. Taking makeup off before going to bed
was emphasized by
healthyskinportal.com.
Likewise,
wearing
makeup while
working out
can help keep
skin healthy.
Some people
choose
natural makeup options, but the word natural
doesn’t often mean that the product is healthy.
“My personal goal is to educate as many people as possible to read their labels and do not take
the word ‘natural’ for granted,” said founder of
Cosmetics Without Synthetics, Marj Melchiors.
WINK Natural Cosmetics has created a new
product, the WINK Beauty Booster, made from
all-natural ingredients promising to create fuller
lashes and brows without any side effects, according to a press release.
WINK Beauty Booster is reportedly a combination of fatty acids Omega 3 and Omega 6
without ingredients known to be harmful to skin

My personal goal is to educate as
many people as possible to read their
labels and to not take the word
“natural” for granted.
— Marj Melchors

Sounding the alarm about caffeine powder
By David
Templeton

MCT Campus
In a world craving stimulation to stay awake, function
at peak levels or just feel a bit
brighter, caffeine is the ready
ingredient in an expanding
array of foods, beverages and
medications.
But 100 percent caffeine
powder, the psychoactive stimulant at its purest form, may go
too far. The powder is available
online in bulk quantities up to
2.2 pounds, despite a recommended dose of 1/32nd to
1/16th of a teaspoon, equivalent to a cup or two of coffee.
A teaspoon of caffeine
powder is roughly equal to
25 to 30 cups of coffee, which
likely is lethal. At least two
deaths last year were attributed
to the growing use of caffeine
powder.
Logan James Stiner, 18, of
LaGrange, Ohio, died May 27
of a caffeine powder overdose, one week before his
high school graduation. Just a
month later on June 24, James
Wade Sweatt, 24, of Alpharetta, Georgia, died of a similar
overdose. The deaths revealed
the powder’s potential for easy
overdosing.
The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, Sen. Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio, and
the Council for Responsible
Nutrition a trade association
for the supplement industry
now recommend people avoid
the product altogether. They’ve
called for retail sales to be
regulated or banned.
The FDA posted a second
advisory against its use in
December.
Michael M. Landa, director
of the FDA’s Center for Food
Safety and Applied Nutrition,
stated in his blog last month
that the powder is packaged
and marketed as a source of
energy rather than a stimulant,
prompting purchasers to overlook dosage recommendations.
Caffeine stimulates the central
nervous system with impacts
on the heart, brain and other
organs. The FDA notes there
is no easy way to measure a
correct dose.
“Pure caffeine is a powerful stimulant and even very
small amounts may cause an
accidental overdose,” Landa
said, with FDA spokeswoman
Jennifer Dooren noting that
“the difference between a safe
amount and a lethal overdose

of caffeine is really small.”
“The FDA is concerned
about powdered-caffeine products and is considering every
legal option,” she said.
At news conferences in December, then again last week,
Brown said he and Sen. Richard Blumenthal, D-Connecticut., have pressed the FDA that
caffeine powder “should be
off the shelves.” The senators
are considering introducing
legislation to ban retail sales of
the powder.
“If it is added to energy
drinks, it should be added at
the (production) plant,” Brown
said. “There is no legitimate
use for this stuff, and there
is no business why it is sold
retail.”
The Council for Responsible
Nutrition says caffeine powder
is giving the supplement
industry a bad name.
“Even a quarter teaspoon
can present health risks to
users,” said Steve Mister,
council president and CEO.
“We believe the FDA already
has authority to act in this case
and remove it from the market
if it causes unreasonable risk
and illness. Given case histories I’m familiar with, I think
the FDA can use its authority
to take enforcement action to
restrict the product.”
NutraKey, a supplement
company that prominently
advertises pure caffeine powder on the Internet, did not
respond to an email request for
comment.
Caffeine in small doses
generally is considered safe,
although some people are sensitive even to nominal doses.
Coffee and tea, which naturally
contain caffeine, typically are
sipped, providing a low, steady
dose. But new products often
are consumed rapidly, providing a more concentrated hit.
Consumers today may not
realize the number of products
that contain caffeine, creating
a cumulative effect. A single
energy drink can provide
upwards of 400 milligrams
of caffeine, equal to three or
four cups of coffee. Pain relief,
weight-control, stay-awake
and even menstrual-cramp
treatments also contain it as
do various snack foods, ice
creams and some yogurts.
Food products containing
cocoa beans (chocolate),
coffee, various teas, kola nut,
guarana berries and yerba
mate, all of which naturally contain caffeine, add to
consumption levels, with other

products mixing natural and
added sources of caffeine.
The American Association
of Poison Control Center’s annual reports show 5,238 calls,
2010 through 2013, related to
caffeine overdoses from energy
drinks, with 51 percent of
those calls involving children
5 or younger, and nearly one
in five requiring treatment at a
health-care facility.
An additional 11,025 calls
during that same period
involved overdoses from other
food, beverage or medicinal sources of caffeine. That
represents a total of 16,263
calls to poison centers in four
years that were related to
caffeine overdoses. Numbers
aren’t available specifically for
caffeine powder.
Michael J. Lynch, medical
director of the Pittsburgh
Poison Center said his center
received 370 calls last year related to caffeine exposure and
toxicity, or about one a day.
Several patients a month come
to UPMC emergency rooms
due to problems with caffeine.
“Symptoms include pain in
the abdomen, vomiting that
doesn’t stop, with shakiness
that’s pronounced and patients
who are very agitated,” Lynch
said. Excess caffeine can cause
seizures and abnormal heart
rhythms, with blood pressure
rising then falling. The result is
insufficient oxygen to the brain
and other organs, which can be
lethal. Some calls to the center
involved people attempting
suicide by overdosing on
caffeine.
But the center, he said,
receives only an occasional call
concerning caffeine powder,
mostly from parents who
found their children with it.
One of the sickest patients
he treated, he said, was a
young woman who overdosed
on a treatment for menstrual
cramps. Her abnormal heart
rhythms and seizures required
dialysis to remove caffeine
from her system. It’s the common attitude, he said, that if
one is good, more is better.
“It’s out there, part of our
culture and a lot of people use
it, but I think some of these
products have taken it to a new
level, where you see some danger in the use and misuse of
them,” Dr. Lynch said. “When
used appropriately, it is probably not a danger. But when
they are used inappropriately
it can be deadly, so we must
continue to educate people
about these products.
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Many girls use cosmetics as part of their daily routine.
and hair, such as parabens, sulfates, phthalates,
fragrance and hormones. You only reportedly
have to apply it once a day to get results and on
average, users saw a 20 percent increase in their
eyelash count, according to winknaturalcosmetics.com.
There are many natural makeup options, including name brands like Sephora and Ulta, but
the most important part in skin protection is

taking care of your skin.
As women age, due to over-plucking and the
use of products like eyelash curlers, fake eyelashes and mascara, eyelashes and eyebrows
tend to thin and not grow back as full as they
once did. But, by starting good makeup habits,
young woman can take care of their eyelashes,
eyebrows and skin so that they can have healthy
skin throughout their life.

What is your
favorite place to
eat on campus?
Mondo Subs
Why?
The fresh
ingredients
What is your
favorite place to
eat off campus?
Olive Garden
What is your
favorite place to
eat on campus?
Mondo Subs
Why?
I am trying to
eat healthier.
What is your
favorite place to
eat off campus?
John’s
Photos: Tracy Geibel

Want to write for Lifestyles?
Email The Spectator at
lifestyles.spectator@gmail.com
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By Nancy Black
MCT Campus

Today’s Birthday (02/19/15)
Mars enters Aries today, motivating profits
to begin your next year. Advance your career.
Use your power for good. Friends support your
success; nurture your networks. Make preparations to realize a personal objective after
3/20. Carefully track numbers, especially after
4/4. Budget extra for the unexpected. Partnership sparks after 10/13. Express your love and
appreciation.
To get the advantage, check the day’s rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 -- Slow down and think it over.
There’s an opportunity if you take time to look
for it. Focus on restoring health and wellness,
and supporting vitality. Consider mental, physical and spiritual well-being. Rest and recharge.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 -- Words and actions align, but
there may be a roadblock. Try another tactic.
Dispel confusion with key questions. Your
network has the answers. Take a leap of faith.
Others respect your good sense. All ends well.
Strengthen reserves.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 9 -- Extend your influence by
taking new responsibility. Achieve a career
milestone or new level. Do what you said you
would, and the pieces line up. Generate profits
from home. Let your partner win. Stand for
love.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 9 -- Put your money where your
mouth is for a fat payout. Remember the rules.
Don’t fall for an illusion. A delightful adventure carries you off. Post selfies from exotic
destinations. Record the amazing things you’re
learning.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Don’t spend more than you
can afford or finance a fantasy. Handle obligations and bills before treats. Listen to your
partner’s dream, and determine how to support
it over time. By working together, you can grow
resources.
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Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 9 -- Keep your promises with
your partner, and dreams become possible. Do
what you said, and then create new promises
to realize shared goals. Organize your efforts.
Together you can accomplish amazing things
this month.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 9 -- The work you do now and for
the next month has long-lasting impact. Make
bold declarations and realize them. Play bigger
than you normally do. Expand your game.
Provide exceptional value, and it comes back
to you.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 -- All that practice pays off.
The talents you’ve been honing shine in the
spotlight. Long-term benefit is possible. A
dream takes focus. Take on a big challenge and
win. It’s getting exceptionally fun (and romantic) this month.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 -- Big home renovation projects (or possibly a move) come together this
month. Ask for what you really want, and then
show up to do the work to get it. You can make
dreams come true. Set long-term goals.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 -- Talk is cheap, so back yours
with action. Get practical, and hone your message down to basics. Declare your intentions,
enlist support from your circles, and then keep
your word. You can accomplish huge things
together.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 9 -- Keep showing up and doing
what you said this month, and raise your
income without stress. Get creative with your
work. Play with it. Stay in communication and
meet your deadlines. It could get wonderfully
profitable.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 9 -- You can realize things you
thought impossible this month. Put on your
power suit and go drive them wild. Others
say nice things about you. A personal breakthrough is available. Expand your boundaries.
Take new ground.

COMICS

Across
1 Pharmacy purchase
5 Figure (out),
slangily
9 Early Yucat‡n
settlers
14 German “a”
15 Irish New Age
singer
16 Bite-the-bullet
type
17 400 athletes?
19 “Star Trek”
lieutenant
20 Trophy prized
by actors
21 Watermelon
eater’s discard
23 Austin-to-Baton
Rouge direction
24 Flat hat with a
pompom
26 40 polos?
28 Football club
based in Lombardy
32 Many a casino
visitor
33 Bank offering

MCT Campus

34 Kelly of morning TV
37 Moral code
39 Texter’s “Horrors!”
40 4 tire inserts?
42 Squeeze (out)
43 Local news hr.
45 Mix
46 ESPN analyst
Hershiser
47 Wife of Abraham
49 Chatty gathering
51 600 stand-ups?
54 Plea at sea,
briefly
55 “Sadly ...”
56 Pouty expression
58 Repetitive musical piece
62 Big Ten team
with a turtle mascot
64 1,500 thermometer units?
66 Gobbled up
67 Letter carrier’s
sackful

68 Starbucks order
69 Sound from an angry
dog
70 Sugar bowl invaders
71 Battle of Normandy town

Down
1 Geometric art style
2 Frees (of)
3 Like the word “waitress,” briefly
4 Gummy bear ingredient
5 Susan of “L.A. Law”
6 Small bills
7 Oven-safe brand
8 Stand in a painting
class
9 East Lansing sch.
10 Nonreligious sort
11 Mall directory
words
12 Bombing missions
13 Sings like Ella
18 Shrunken Asian sea
22 Broadband initials
25 Harry and __,
“Home Alone” bad guys
27 Ground breakers
28 Plenty

29 Fesses up
30 Document sealed
by King John in 1215
31 Petty peeves
35 Salt (away)
36 “Not __ deal”
38 Boston NBAer
40 Islamic prayer
leader
41 Notable periods
44 Thrive
46 In some respects
48 That guy
50 Five-time Wimbledon champ Bjorn
51 Goes out with
52 Pause punctuation
53 Khartoum’s land
57 Cut a line from, say
59 Well-kept
60 Computer giant
61 Norway’s most
populous city
63 NBC comedy staple
65 Some Bronx trains

BORO EVENTS
On Campus
Laugh/Riot’s
3rd Annual New Works Festival

Art and Craft

Scot Cinema, Frank G. Pogue
Student Center

Diebold Center for the Performing
Arts | Feb. 19, 20 & 21 | 7:30 p.m.

Illustration Club Exhibition
Bates Gallery, Loveland Hall |
Feb. 21 | 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Student Government Association’s
Presidental Election
Online Ballot
| Feb. 24-26 |

| Thursday, Feb. 19 | 8:30 p.m.

19th Annual Martin Luther King,
Jr. Awards Luncheon
Van Houten South
| Feb. 27 | Noon

Academic Success Center Spring
Workshop Series “It’s a Marathon,
Not a Sprint: Surviving Exams”
Baron-Forness Library
| Feb 24, 25 | All Day

In The Community
The Addams Family

Flashdance The Musical

Erie Playhouse | Feb. 19 - March 3 |
Various Times
erieplayhouse.org

Warner Theatre | Feb. 26 | 7:30 p.m.
BroadwayInErie.com

Cootie Harris Jazz Jam

Erie Otters vs.
Peterborough Petes

Gardner Theater, Meadville
| Feb. 22 | 2 p.m.
Price: $5

Erie Insurance Arena
| Feb. 21 | 7 p.m.
Price: $12-$18

UPBʼs Movie of the Week

The Theory of Everything
SHOWTIMES:

Wednesdays and Thursdays at 5 p.m., Fridays and Saturdays at
5 p.m. and 8 p.m., and Sundays at 2 p.m.

